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Abstract

The Magnus hierarchy has been used for almost a century to study one-relator

groups. Taking a topological viewpoint, we refine the Magnus hierarchy. With this

new tool, we characterise quasi-convex one-relator hierarchies in the sense of Wise.

This new characterisation has several applications: we confirm a conjecture of

Louder and Wilton on one-relator groups with negative immersions, we characterise

hyperbolic one-relator groups with exceptional intersection, and answer a question of

Baumslag’s on parafree one-relator groups. Finally, we introduce two new families of

two-generator one-relator groups and prove that Gersten’s hyperbolicity conjecture

is true for all one-relator groups if and only if it is true for these families.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Almost a century ago, the theory of one-relator groups began when Magnus proved

the Freiheitssatz [Mag30]. An early triumph of the theory came with the solution of

the word problem [Mag32]. Despite their long history, one-relator groups have evaded

any form of geometric characterisation. With this thesis, we aim to partially remedy

this. We are motivated by the following, known as Gersten’s conjecture [Ger92b].

Conjecture. A one-relator group is hyperbolic if and only if it contains no Baumslag–

Solitar subgroups:

BSpm,nq � xa, t | t�1amt � any .

The introduction of hyperbolic groups in [Gro87] revolutionised the study

of infinite groups; what was formerly known as combinatorial group theory, trans-

formed into geometric group theory. Hyperbolic groups are now well understood and

constitute a major component in any standard text [GdlH90,ABC�91,BH99,DK18].

Therefore, it can be very useful, when studying a class of groups, to seek a characteri-

sation of the hyperbolic groups within that class. Indeed, Gersten’s conjecture forms

part of a broader theme in geometric group theory to characterise hyperbolicity.

A more general conjecture, attributed to Gromov, states that a group with

finite KpG, 1q is hyperbolic if and only if it does not contain any Baumslag–Solitar

subgroups [Bes04]. Although this has recently been disproved [IMM21], there are

many subclasses of groups where this dichotomy holds. For example: Coxeter groups

[Mou88], free-by-cyclic groups [Bri00], three-manifold groups, special groups [CH09]

and ascending HNN-extensions of free groups [Mut21b]. Moreover, hyperbolicity is

decidable within several of these classes1.

1See [Mou88, Theorem 17.1] for Coxeter groups, [Bri00] and [FH18, Corollary 16.4] for free-by-
cyclic groups, [AFW15, Theorem 4.24] and the discussion preceding it for three-manifold groups,
and [Mut21a] for ascending HNN-extensions of free groups.
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1.1 One-relator groups and the isoperimetric function

The isoperimetric function of a finitely presented group roughly measures the com-

plexity of the word problem. A geometric characterisation of hyperbolic groups is

that they are precisely the finitely presented groups with linear isoperimetric function.

By contrast, some one-relator groups have isoperimetric function not bounded above

by any finite tower of exponentials [Pla04]. The current best known uniform upper

bound is Ackermannian [Ber94].

A large class of one-relator groups that are known to be hyperbolic are those

with torsion. This is a corollary of Newman’s Spelling Theorem [New68]. For torsion-

free one-relator groups, hyperbolicity criteria generally rely on the Bestvina-Feighn

combination theorem [BF92], as in the case of cyclically and conjugacy pinched

one-relator groups [FRS97a, Theorem B12], or on variations of small-cancellation

conditions [GS90, IS98,BM22].

Gersten also asked whether one-relator groups are automatic if and only if

they do not contain BSpm,nq subgroups with m � �n [Ger92b]. If this were true,

it would imply a gap in the isoperimetric spectrum: that is, all one-relator groups

would have isoperimetric function either at most quadratic or at least exponential

by [Ger92a, Theorem C]. However, by building on the work in [BB00], Gardam

and Woodhouse provide counterexamples, showing in [GW19] that the isoperimetric

spectrum of one-relator groups is as rich as possible: there exists a family of one-

relator groups with isoperimetric function � nα where the values of α are dense in

r2,8q. These are also counterexamples to Wise’s conjecture that such one-relator

groups should act freely on a CATp0q cube complex [Wis14, Conjecture 1.9]. Since

these groups contain copies of Z2 � BSp1, 1q, they are not counterexamples to the

hyperbolicity conjecture.

1.2 One-relator hierarchies

The most useful tool of this thesis, Theorem 7.1.2, is a criterion for when a one-relator

group is hyperbolic and has a quasi-convex hierarchy. The starting point for this

theorem is a new hierarchy for one-relator complexes: combinatorial 2-complexes

with precisely one 2-cell. We show that for any one-relator complex X, there is a

finite sequence of immersions of one-relator complexes

XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X ,
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such that π1pXiq splits as an HNN-extension over π1pXi�1q and π1pXN q splits as

a free product of cyclic groups. This refines the well-known Magnus–Moldavanskii

hierarchy for one-relator groups. See Theorem 3.3.2 for the full statement and the

beginning of Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion.

One of the main results in [Wis21] states that hyperbolic groups with a quasi-

convex hierarchy are virtually special. In [Wis21], Wise also shows that one-relator

groups with torsion have quasi-convex one-relator hierarchies and hence, coupled with

the Newman Spelling Theorem, that they are virtually special. Since special groups

embed in right-angled Artin groups, Wise obtains residual finiteness for one-relator

groups with torsion, answering an old question of Baumslag.

We here provide the first quasi-convex hierarchy criterion for all one-relator

groups. See the beginning of Chapters 4 and 7 for the relevant definitions appearing

in the following statement.

Theorem 7.1.2. Let X be a one-relator complex and let XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X

be a one-relator hierarchy. The following are equivalent:

1. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is a quasi-convex hierarchy and π1pXq is hyperbolic,

2. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is an acylindrical hierarchy,

3. XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X is a stable hierarchy and π1pXq contains no

Baumslag–Solitar subgroups.

Given as input a finitely presented group, it is undecidable whether it is

hyperbolic. This follows from the Adian–Rabin Theorem and the fact that hyper-

bolicity is a Markov property. On the other hand, within the class of one-relator

groups, it is open whether hyperbolicity is decidable [KS05]. As a consequence of

Theorem 7.1.7, we show that hyperbolicity is decidable for one-relator groups that

possess a stable hierarchy. Although we do not know whether it is decidable if a

one-relator hierarchy is stable, we provide a simple algorithm to verify stability with

Proposition 6.1.7.

1.3 One-relator groups with negative immersions

Recently, Louder and Wilton have shown a number of strong results for one-relator

groups [LW22]. In order to describe them, we first need a definition, due to Puder

[Pud14]. The primitivity rank of an element w P F pΣq is the following quantity:

πpwq � min trkpKq | w P K   F pΣq and w is imprimitive in Ku P NY t8u .

3



A one-relator group G � F pΣq{xxwyy has torsion if and only if πpwq � 1 by [KMS60].

Thus, by Newman’s Spelling Theorem, the case of interest is when πpwq ¥ 2.

Louder and Wilton showed that if πpwq � k � 1 ¥ 2, then G is k-free. Thus,

when πpwq ¥ 3, we have that G cannot contain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups; this led

them to conjecture that such groups are hyperbolic [LW22, Conjecture 1.9]. Since G

also has negative immersions if πpwq ¥ 3 [LW22, Theorem 1.3], their conjecture can

be considered as a special case of an older conjecture of Wise [Wis04, Conjecture

14.2]. Indeed, their results grew out of earlier ideas of Wise [Wis03,Wis04]. Louder

and Wilton’s conjecture has been experimentally verified for all one-relator groups

with negative immersions that admit a one-relator presentation with relator of length

less than 17 [CH21].

In this thesis, we verify their conjecture and in fact prove more.

Theorem 7.1.3. One-relator groups with negative immersions are hyperbolic and

virtually special.

Before moving on to our main hyperbolicity result, we first discuss two

applications of Theorem 7.1.3.

Exceptional intersection groups

A one-relator group G � F pΣq{xxwyy is an exceptional intersection group if there are

subsets A,B � Σ such that xAy X xBy � xAX By. Such groups were first studied

in [Col04,How05]. There, the intersections of Magnus subgroups of one-relator groups

were characterised. As a consequence of Theorem 5.2.8 and Theorem 7.1.3, we prove

that Gersten’s conjecture holds for exceptional intersection groups.

Corollary 7.1.5. An exceptional intersection group is hyperbolic (and virtually

special) if and only if it contains no Baumslag–Solitar subgroups.

Parafree groups

A group G is parafree if the following hold:

1. G is residually nilpotent,

2. there is some finitely generated free group F such that G{γnpGq � F {γnpF q

for all n ¥ 1, where γipGq � rγi�1pGq, Gs and γ1pGq � rG,Gs.

First introduced in [Bau67a], examples of parafree one-relator groups abound [Bau69,

BC06]. Often mentioned as examples demonstrating the difficulty of the isomorphism

problem for one-relator groups [CM82,BFR19], Baumslag asked in [Bau86, Problem

4



4] whether the isomorphism problem for parafree one-relator groups is solvable. Since

then, several authors have solved the isomorphism problem for certain subfamilies

[FRS97b,HK17,HK20,Che21] and carried out computational experiments [LL94,

BCH04]. By showing that parafree one-relator groups have negative immersions, we

use Theorem 7.1.3 to answer Baumslag’s question.

Corollary 7.1.6. Parafree one-relator groups are hyperbolic and virtually special.

In particular, their isomorphism problem is decidable.

1.4 Gersten’s conjecture and primitive extension groups

In order to state our main hyperbolicity result, we now introduce two new families

of one-relator groups. The relators of these families are Christoffel words. First

appearing in [Chr73], these words have since been shown to have connections in

several different areas of mathematics. Christoffel words are parametrised by a

positive rational p{q P Q¡0 and we denote them by:

prp{qpx, yq P F px, yq .

See Section 2.1.3 for their definition and a geometric interpretation. Now, for each

i ¤ j P Z, denote by

Ai,j � tt�iati, t�i�1ati�1, ..., t�jatju � F pa, tq

and let

x P xA0,k�1y � xA1,k�1y ,

y P xA1,ky � xA1,k�1y ,

z P xA1,k�1y

be non-trivial elements (with some extra conditions explained in Section 7.2). Then,

a primitive extension group has one of the following presentations:

Ep{qpx, yq � xa, t | prp{qpx, yqy ,

Fp{qpx, y, zq � xa, t | prp{qpxy, zqy .

Examples of primitive extension groups include free-by-cyclic one-relator groups and

some Baumslag–Solitar groups. The primitive extension groups Ep{qpx, yq all split as

graphs of free groups. The groups Fp{qpx, y, zq also admit a similar graph of groups

5



decomposition. In particular, the isoperimetric function of primitive extension groups

is at most exponential.

Theorem 7.2.3. A one-relator group is hyperbolic if and only if its primitive

extension subgroups are hyperbolic.

We conclude with a corollary.

Corollary 7.2.4. Gersten’s conjecture is true if and only if it is true for primitive

extension groups.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we introduce the necessary notation and definitions. We then present

an overview of one-relator groups, stating the most important results that we will

need. In the remaining sections, we discuss some combinatorics on words, inert

subgroups of free groups, and graphs of spaces.

In Chapter 3, we refine the Magnus hierarchy using 2-complexes. We also

define the hierarchy length of a one-relator group and show that it is computable.

Finally, we prove the existence of hierarchies relative to w-subgroups.

In Chapter 4, we prove a criterion for when a one-relator group has a quasi-

convex hierarchy in the sense of Wise [Wis21]. In order to do this, we show that

hyperbolic one-relator groups with quasi-convex hierarchies have quasi-convex Magnus

subgroups.

In Chapter 5, we define exceptional intersection groups. In the first section,

we introduce primitive exceptional intersection groups and show that they have

negative immersions. In the second section, we prove that all other exceptional

intersection groups contain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups, establishing Theorem 5.2.8.

In Chapter 6, we introduce inertial one-relator extensions and develop their

Bass-Serre theory. We also introduce the graph of cyclic stabilisers and use it to prove

a criterion for when an inertial one-relator extension contains a Baumslag–Solitar

subgroup. We then show that, under certain conditions, the graph of cyclic stabilisers

is computable. Finally, we apply these results to the HNN-extensions that arise in

our one-relator hierarchies.

In Chapter 7, we combine all our main results from each chapter and prove

Theorem 7.1.2, our hierarchy equivalence theorem. Using this, we then prove

Theorems 7.1.3 and 7.2.2. Finally, we conclude with several open questions.

6



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions and notation

In this section, we fix notation and gather definitions that we will be using throughout

this thesis. The notions described here are standard and can be found in most

combinatorial and geometric group theory textbooks such as [MKS66] and [BH99].

Those that differ from the literature will be pointed out.

2.1.1 Graphs and combinatorial complexes

A graph Γ is a 1-dimensional CW-complex. We will write V pΓq for the collection

of 0-cells or vertices and EpΓq for the collection of 1-cells or edges. We will usually

assume Γ to be oriented. That is, Γ comes equipped with maps o : EpΓq Ñ V pΓq

and t : EpΓq Ñ V pΓq, the origin and target maps. The degree degpvq of a vertex

v P V pΓq is the number of adjacent edges, counted with multiplicity. In other words,

degpvq �
∣∣o�1pvq

∣∣� ∣∣t�1pvq
∣∣. For simplicity, we will write I to denote any connected

graph whose vertices all have degree two, except for two vertices of degree one. Then

S1 will denote a connected graph, all of whose vertices have degree precisely two.

A map between graphs f : Γ Ñ Γ1 is combinatorial if it sends vertices to

vertices and edges (homeomorphically) to edges, preserving orientations. We will

always assume that our maps between graphs are combinatorial. A combinatorial

map is an immersion if it is also locally injective. Such maps will be denoted by

the arrow í. Combinatorial graph maps λ : I Ñ Γ, λ : S1 Ñ Γ will be called paths

and cycles respectively. The reverse of a path λ : I Ñ Γ is the path obtained from

λ by reversing direction and it is denoted by λ̄. If λ1, λ2 : I Ñ Γ are two paths

with tpλ1q � opλ2q, then the path obtained by concatenation is denoted by λ1 � λ2.

The length of a combinatorial path λ : I Ñ Γ is the number of edges in I and is

7



denoted by |λ|. If λ : I Ñ X is a path, we may often identify the vertices of I with

the integers 0, 1, ..., |λ| so that λpiq is the ith vertex that λ traverses. We also put

opλq � λp0q and tpλq � λp|λ|q. We similarly define the length of a cycle λ : S1 Ñ Γ.

If λ : S1
í Γ is an immersed cycle, we will write degpλq to denote the maximal

degree of a covering map S1
í S1 that λ factors through. We say λ is primitive if

degpλq � 1, imprimitive otherwise. Note that λ being imprimitive is not the same

as rλs being imprimitive in π1pΓq.

The core of a graph Γ is the subgraph consisting of the union of all the images

of immersed cycles S1
í Γ and will be denoted by CorepΓq. Note that if Γ is a

forest, then CorepΓq � H. A graph Γ is core if Γ � CorepΓq.

If γ : Γí ∆ and λ : Λí ∆ are graph immersions, then their fibre product is

the graph Γ�∆ Λ with:

V pΓ�∆ Λq � tpv, wq P V pΓq � V pΛq | γpvq � λpwqu ,

EpΓ�∆ Λq � tpe, fq P EpΓq � EpΛq | γpeq � γpfqu ,

and where ope, fq � popeq, opfqq and tpe, fq � ptpeq, tpfqq for each pe, fq P EpΓ�∆Λq.

There are natural maps pΓ : Γ�∆ Λí Γ and pΛ : Γ�∆ Λí Λ given by projecting

to the first and second factor. It is an easy exercise to see that these projection maps

are immersions.

A combinatorial 2-complex X is a 2-dimensional CW-complex whose attaching

maps are all immersions. We will usually write X � pΓ, λq where Γ is the 1-skeleton

and λ : S � \S1
í Γ are the attaching maps. We say X has a free face if there is

an edge e P EpΓq that is traversed precisely once by λ; that is, if λ�1peq consists of a

single edge. If e is a free face of X, then X is homotopy equivalent to the 2-complex

pΓ� e, λ1q where λ1 is obtained from λ by removing the component of S containing

λ�1peq.

A combinatorial map of combinatorial 2-complexes f : Y Ñ X is a map that

restricts to a combinatorial map of graphs fΓ : ΓY Ñ ΓX and induces a combinatorial

map fS : SY Ñ SX such that fΓ � λY � λX � fS. We say that f is an immersion if

fΓ is an immersion and fS restricts to a homeomorphism on each component.

Since we will always be assuming that our maps are combinatorial, we will

often neglect to use the descriptor.

2.1.2 Hyperbolic spaces

Fix a geodesic metric space X. If δ ¥ 0 is some constant, we say X is δ-hyperbolic if,

for every triple of geodesic paths α, β, γ : I Ñ X that form the sides of a triangle,

8



each of Impαq, Impβq, Impγq is contained in the δ-neighbourhood of the other two.

We say that X is hyperbolic if it is δ-hyperbolic for some δ ¥ 0.

Let f : X Ñ Y be a function between geodesic metric spaces and K ¡ 0 a

constant. We call f a K-quasi-isometric embedding if for all points x, y P X, the

following is satisfied:

1

K
dXpx, yq �K ¤ dY pfpxq, fpyqq ¤ KdXpx, yq �K .

We call f a K-quasi-isometry if, additionally, for all y P Y , there is some x P X such

that:

dY py, fpxqq ¤ K ,

We call f a quasi-isometric embedding or a quasi-isometry if it is a K-quasi-isometric

embedding or a K-quasi-isometry for some K ¡ 0.

A quasi-geodesic is a map c : I Ñ X that is a quasi-isometric embedding. We

write |c| to denote the length of c.

The definition of quasi-geodesics may be generalised in the following way. Let

X be a metric space and f : R¥0 Ñ R¥0 a monotonic increasing function. A path

c : I Ñ X, is an f -quasi-geodesic if, for all 0 ¤ p ¤ q ¤ |c|, the following is satisfied:

q � p � dIpp, qq ¤ fpdXpcppq, cpqqqq .

If f is bounded above by a linear function, then c is simply a quasi-geodesic. The

following theorem is essentially due to Gromov [Gro87]. We include a proof for

completeness.

Theorem 2.1.1. Let X be a geodesic δ-hyperbolic metric space and f : R¥0 Ñ R¥0

a monotonic increasing subexponential function. There is a constant Kpfq such that

all f -quasi-geodesics are Kpfq-quasi-geodesics.

Proof. By [Gro87, Corollary 7.1.B], if f is a subexponential function, then there exists

some constant C ¥ 0, depending only on δ and f , such that any f -quasi-geodesic

remains in the C-neighbourhood of any geodesic connecting its endpoints. In fact, by

taking C large enough, any geodesic remains in the C-neighbourhood of any f -quasi-

geodesic connecting its endpoints. So now let γ : r0, qs Ñ X be an f -quasi-geodesic

and let γ1 : r0, ps Ñ X be a geodesic connecting the endpoints of γ. Then there is

a sequence i1, i2, ..., itpu such that dpγpijq, γ
1pjqq ¤ C for all j P N X r0, ps. Hence

dpγpijq, γpij�1qq ¤ 2C� 1 and so ij�1� ij ¤ fp2C� 1q for all j. Now we obtain that

q ¤ pp� 1qfp2C � 1q and so f -quasi-geodesics are fp2C � 1q-quasi-geodesics.
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Now let Y � X be a subset and K ¥ 0. We say Y is K-quasi-convex if every

geodesic in X joining two points in Y remains at distance at most K from Y . We

say it is quasi-convex if it is K-quasi-convex for some K ¥ 0. If Y is hyperbolic, Y

being a quasi-convex subset is equivalent to Y being quasi-isometrically embedded

(see [BH99, Theorem III.H.1.7]).

2.1.3 Groups

Let G be a group. If g, h P G, we will adopt the usual convention that hg � g�1hg

and rh, gs � h�1hg. If H   G is a subgroup, we will write rHs to denote the

conjugacy class of H in G. More generally, if X,Y � G are subsets, then define the

Y -conjugacy class of X to be the following:

rXsY � tXy | y P Y u .

A subgroup H   G is said to be malnormal if H XHg � 1 implies that g P H. A

collection of subgroups H1, ...,Hk   G is said to be a malnormal family if HiXH
g
j � 1

implies that i � j and g P Hi.

Denote by rkpGq the rank of G, that is, the smallest number of elements

needed to generate G. Then we denote by rrpGq � max t0, rkpGq � 1u the reduced

rank of G.

Free groups

If Σ is a set, then we write Σ�1 for the set of formal inverses of elements in Σ. We

call each element of Σ a letter. A word over Σ is simply an element of the free

monoid Σ�. Denote by ϵ the empty word. We say a word w P pΣ\ Σ�1q� is freely

reduced if in w there does not appear a subword of the form σσ�1 or σ�1σ for any

σ P Σ. We call it cyclically reduced if the first and last letters of w are not inverses

of each other.

The free group generated by Σ is denoted by F pΣq. We will often conflate

elements of the free group F pΣq with words in the free monoid pΣ\Σ�1q�. A subset

of elements S � F pΣq freely generates the subgroup xSy   F pΣq if the natural

homomorphism F pSq Ñ F pΣq is injective. If S freely generates xSy, we say that S

is a free basis for xSy. An element σ P F pΣq is primitive if it forms part of a free

basis for F pΣq, imprimitive otherwise.

We now explicitly describe a subset of the primitive elements of F pa, bq, that

we will be particularly interested in. These elements are known as Christoffel words

and were first introduced in [Chr73]. They are parametrised by a rational slope
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Figure 2.1: L is in green with slope 5{6. The a edges are in blue and the b edges are
in red, so pr5{6pa, bq � a2babababab.

p{q P Q¥0 Y t8u. Let Γ � R2 denote the Cayley graph for Z2 on the generating

set a � p1, 0q, b � p0, 1q. Let L � R2 be the line segment beginning at the origin

and ending at the vertex pq, pq. Now let P � Γ be the shortest length edge-path

connecting the endpoints of L, remaining below L and such that there are no integral

points contained in the region enclosed by L Y P . See Figure 2.1 for an example.

The word in a and b traced out by P is denoted by:

prp{qpa, bq .

By [OZ81, Theorem 1.2], every primitive element of F pa, bq is conjugate into the set

"
prp{q

�
a�1, b�1

� ��� p
q
P Q¥0 Y t8u

*
.

We provide an alternative proof of this fact with Corollary 3.3.10.

Using graph immersions to understand the subgroups of free groups is a

powerful tool that was popularised by Stallings in [Sta83]. We will take advantage

of this idea several times throughout this thesis. The main facts that we shall use

repeatedly are the following:

1. If ∆ is a finite graph, there is a bijection between immersions of finite core graphs

Γí ∆ and conjugacy classes of finitely generated subgroups of π1p∆q, induced

by the π1 functor. Moreover, this bijection is algorithmic, see [Sta83, Algorithm

5.4].
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2. If Γí ∆ and Λí ∆ are a pair of immersions of finite graphs, then there is a bi-

jection between components of CorepΓ�∆Λq and double cosets pπ1pΓqqgpπ1pΛqq

such that π1pΓq
g X π1pΛq � 1, induced by the π1 functor. Moreover, this bijec-

tion is algorithmic, see [Sta83, Theorem 5.5].

Group presentations

Let Σ be a set, R � F pΣq � t1u a subset and denote by xxRyy the normal closure of

R in F pΣq. A group G has presentation xΣ | Ry if:

G � F pΣq{xxRyy .

There is a natural 2-complex X � pΓ, λq associated with a group presentation

xΣ | Ry called the presentation complex : it has one vertex, one edge for each

generator σ P Σ and one 2-cell for each relator r P R, with attaching map spelling

out the corresponding relation.

Hyperbolic groups

A finitely generated group G is hyperbolic if its Cayley graph with respect to some

finite generating set is hyperbolic with the path metric. Since hyperbolicity is a

quasi-isometry invariant [BH99, Theorem III.H.1.9], if G has a hyperbolic locally

finite Cayley graph, then every locally finite Cayley graph for G must be hyperbolic.

A subgroup H   G of a hyperbolic group is quasi-convex if for some finite

generating set S � G, H is a quasi-convex subspace of CaypG,Sq. The property of

being quasi-convex does not depend on the chosen generating sets. Quasi-convex sub-

groups of hyperbolic groups are finitely generated and hyperbolic [BH99, Proposition

III.H.3.7].

Distortion

Let H   G be a pair of finitely generated groups and fix finite generating sets for H

and G. Let dH and dG be given by the path metrics in the Cayley graphs for H and

G respectively. The distortion of H in G is given by the function:

δHG pnq � max tdHp1, gq | g P H, dGp1, gq ¤ nu .

Varying generating sets for H and G produce Lipschitz equivalent distortion functions.

A finitely generated subgroup H   G is undistorted if it has a distortion function
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bounded above by a linear function. The quasi-convex subgroups of hyperbolic

groups are precisely those that are undistorted [BH99, Corollary III.H.3.6].

It follows from Theorem 2.1.1 that there is a gap in the spectrum of possible

distortion functions of subgroups of hyperbolic groups. This is known by work of

Gromov [Gro87]. It also appears as [Kap01, Proposition 2.1].

Corollary 2.1.2. Subexponentially distorted subgroups of hyperbolic groups are

undistorted and hence, quasi-convex.

2.1.4 Graphs of groups

See [Ser03] for a comprehensive treatment of graphs of groups. Our definitions here

deviate from the standard ones only in that we do not use Serre graphs. A graph of

groups is a tuple

G �
�
Γ, tGvuvPV pΓq, tGeuePEpΓq, tB

�
e uePEpΓq

�
,

where Γ is the underlying graph, Gv are the vertex groups, Ge are the edge groups

and

B�e : Ge ãÑ Gopeq ,

B�e : Ge ãÑ Gtpeq ,

are monomorphisms called the edge maps. We abuse notation and write ope�1q � tpeq

and tpe�1q � opeq and B�
e�1 � B�e and B�

e�
� B	e .

Consider the group

F pEpΓqq �

�
�

vPV pΓq
Gv



.

Then the path groupoid is the subgroupoid consisting of elements

g � g0 � e
ϵ1
1 � g1 � ... � e

ϵn
n � gn ,

where the following hold:

1. ϵi � �1 and ei P EpΓq for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n,

2. v0 � opeϵ11 q, vn � tpeϵnn q and t pe
ϵi
i q � vi � o

�
e
ϵi�1

i�1

�
for all 1 ¤ i   n,

3. gi P Gvi for all 0 ¤ i ¤ n.
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We say g is reduced if for each 1 ¤ i   n such that eϵii � e
ϵi�1

i�1 , we have

gi R Im
�
B�
e
ϵi
i

	
.

If vn � v0, then we say g is cyclically reduced if g is reduced and when eϵnn � e�ϵ11 ,

we have

gng0 R Im
�
B�
eϵnn

	
.

We call eϵ11 � ... � eϵnn the path associated with g.

The fundamental groupoid π1pGq is the quotient of the path groupoid by the

normal closure of the elements:

B�e pgq � e � B�e pgq � e
�1 ,

for all e P EpΓq and g P Ge. Then, given a vertex v P V pΓq, the fundamental group

π1pG, vq is the subgroup of π1pGq consisting only of those elements whose associated

path begins and ends at v.

Following [Ser03, §5.3], there is a tree associated with a graph of groups,

known as the Bass-Serre tree. If T is the Bass-Serre tree associated with G, then
π1pG, vq acts on T with vertex stabilisers the conjugates of vertex groups, edge

stabilisers the conjugates of edge groups, and with π1pG, vqzT � Γ. We say an

element g P π1pG, vq acts elliptically on T if it fixes a vertex. We say it acts

hyperbolically if inftPT dpt, g � tq ¡ 0. An element g acting hyperbolically on a tree has

a unique embedded line on which it acts by translations by inftPT dpt, g � tq, called

its axis.

We will mostly be concerning ourselves with the case in which Γ is a graph

with a single edge e. If V pΓq � tv, wu, then

π1pG, vq � Gv �
Ge
Gw

is the amalgamated free product of Gv and Gw along Ge. If V pΓq � tvu, then

π1pG, vq � Gv�Ge

is the HNN-extension of Gv along Ge. We will also use the notation Gv�ψ where

ψ � B�e � pB
�
e q

�1 : ImpB�e q Ñ ImpB�e q.
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2.2 Counting subwords

In this section, we prove a couple of lemmas regarding subwords of powers of elements

in the free group F pΣq. These will be of use to us in Chapter 5. The first lemma we

prove essentially follows from the Fine and Wilf periodicity Theorem (see [FW65]

and [Lot97, Proposition 1.3.5]). The second is a little more specialised.

Let v, w P F pΣq. We say that w is a subword of v if v is equal to a freely

reduced word v1wv2 P F pΣq. If v1 � 1, we say w is a prefix. If v2 � 1, we say w is a

suffix. We say that v � v1wv2 � v11wv
1
2 are distinct occurrences of w as a subword of

v if |v1| � |v11|.

Lemma 2.2.1. Let 1 � y�1zy P F pAq be a freely reduced word with z cyclically

reduced and not equal to a proper power. Then:

1. if y � 1 and z appears as a subword of zi, then i ¥ 1 and z is a subword in

precisely i different ways,

2. if y � 1 and y�1ziy occurs as a subword of y�1zjy for some i, j P Z�t0u, then
i � j.

Proof. Let us first suppose that y � 1. By comparing prefixes and suffixes, if z

appears as a subword of z2 in three different ways, this implies that z � z1z2 and

z � z2z1. Then by [LS62, Lemma 2], we contradict the assumption that z is not

a proper power. If z appears as a subword of z�2, then z � z1z2 and z�1 � z2z1.

This implies that z1, z2 � 1 and so z � 1. Thus, z appears as a subword of zi in

i different ways when i ¥ 1 and does not appear as a subword of zi when i ¤ �1.

Now suppose that y � 1 and that y�1ziy occurs as a subword of y�1zjy for some

non-zero integers i   j. By length considerations, z must occur as a subword of z2

or z�2 in at least three distinct ways and we have completed the proof.

Lemma 2.2.2. Let zb P F pA,Bq be a cyclically reduced word such that z begins and

ends with an element in A \ A�1 and b P xBy. If zb is not a proper power and z

appears as a subword of pzbqi, then i ¥ 1 and z appears as a subword in precisely i

different ways.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.1, we may assume that b � 1. It suffices to show that z cannot

be a subword of pzbzq�1 and can only be a subword of zbz in two ways. If z is a

subword of pzbzq�1, then either z � z�1, which is not possible, or there is a copy

of z in z�1b�1z�1 that overlaps with both copies of z�1. But this would only be

possible if z had a non-trivial suffix equal to its own inverse and so z does not appear
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as a subword of pzbzq�1. Now suppose that z is a subword of zbz in more than two

ways. Then:

z � z1z2z3 ,

z � z3bz1 ,

for some z1, z2, z3 P F pA,Bq. If |z1| � |z3|, then z2 � b and we have zb � z1bz1b �

pz1bq
2, contradicting our assumption. So suppose that |z1|   |z3|. Note that z1 and

z3 are cyclically reduced since z was. Since the first letter of z3 is in A\ A�1, we

have that |z3| ¡ |z1z2|. Now by [LS62, Lemma 1], we have z3 � pz1z2q
iz1 for some

i ¥ 1 and where z1 is a proper prefix of z1z2. Then we have:

z � pz1z2q
i�1z1 ,

z � pz1z2q
iz1bz1 .

By comparing suffixes, we have:

z1z2z
1 � z1bz1 .

But now we obtain equalities of the same form as before, with z1 playing the role of

z3. Since |z1|   |z3|, by induction on length, we see that z2 � b and so we obtain a

contradiction as before.

2.3 One-relator groups

The study of one-relator groups was initiated in 1930 by Magnus [Mag30] with his

proof of the Freiheitssatz.

Definition 2.3.1. A Magnus subgroup of a one-relator group F pΣq{xxwyy is a

subgroup generated by a subset A � Σ, such that w is not conjugate into xAy within

F pΣq.

The Freiheitssatz can now be stated as follows.

Theorem 2.3.2. Let G � F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group and A � Σ a subset

generating a Magnus subgroup. Then xAy   G is a free group, freely generated by A.

In order to prove the Freiheitssatz, Magnus proved the existence of a hierarchy

of one-relator groups. Using the hierarchy, Magnus also proved the following in

[Mag32].
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Theorem 2.3.3. The membership problem is solvable for Magnus subgroups of

one-relator groups.

Corollary 2.3.4. The word problem is solvable for one-relator groups.

As will be discussed in Chapter 3, Magnus’ hierarchy was refined by Moldavan-

skii in [Mol67] and by Masters in [Mas06]. A key tool in this thesis is a simplification

of these hierarchies using 2-complexes. See Theorem 3.3.2 for the statement. Our

main hierarchy results, Theorem 7.1.2 and Theorem 7.2.2, use this hierarchy and

induction on hierarchy length as the overarching proof strategy.

2.3.1 Primitivity rank

First introduced in [Pud14, Definition 1.7], the primitivity rank of a word w P F pΣq

is the following quantity:

πpwq � min trkpKq | w P K   F pΣq and w is imprimitive in Ku P NY t8u ,

with πpwq � 8 if w is primitive in F pΣq. In a recent series of articles [LW17,LW20,

LW21, LW22], the primitivity rank of w has been related with several properties

of the subgroup structure of the one-relator group F pΣq{xxwyy. In this, and the

following subsection, we state some of these results. The first result we shall need

is the following freedom theorem, appearing as [LW22, Theorem 1.5 and Corollary

6.18].

Theorem 2.3.5. Let k ¥ 2 be an integer and w P F pΣq. The following are equivalent:

• F pΣq{xxwyy is k-free,

• πpwq � k � 1.

Note that being 1-free is equivalent to being torsion-free, so Theorem 2.3.5

also recovers the main result of [KMS60].

In [Bau74], Baumslag conjectured that all one-relator groups are coherent:

that is, that every finitely generated subgroup of a one-relator group is also finitely

presented. This conjecture has motivated several important advances in the theory

of one-relator groups. For instance, Wise and, independently, Louder and Wilton

showed that one-relator groups with torsion are coherent in [Wis22] and [LW20]

respectively. Moreover, Louder and Wilton showed in [LW22] that if w P F pΣq with

πpwq ¥ 3, then G � F pΣq{xxwyy is coherent. In the same article, they also prove

several strong results about the subgroups of G. We collect below the statements

from [LW22, Theorem A and Theorem B] that we make use of.
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Theorem 2.3.6. Let w P F pΣq such that πpwq ¥ 3 and G � F pΣq{xxwyy. Then the

following hold:

1. G is coherent.

2. Every finitely generated non-cyclic freely indecomposable subgroup of G is not

isomorphic to any proper subgroup of itself.

3. For any natural number n, there are only finitely many conjugacy classes of

non-cyclic subgroups H   G with abelianised rank at most n.

Theorem 2.3.6 is an essential ingredient in the proof of Theorem 6.3.3, and

hence in our resolution of [LW22, Conjecture 1.9]. The bound on the number of

conjugacy classes of subgroups of fixed rank will allow us to make strong conclusions

about the action of such a one-relator group on its Bass-Serre tree.

2.3.2 w-subgroups

If w P F pΣq is a word with πpwq   8, a w-subgroup is a finitely generated subgroup

K   F pΣq, satisfying the following:

1. w P K and w is not a primitive element of K,

2. rkpKq � πpwq,

3. If K 1   F pΣq is a subgroup properly containing K, then rkpK 1q ¡ rkpKq.

By [LW22, Lemma 6.4], for any fixed w, there are only finitely many conjugacy classes

of w-subgroups. Moreover, a complete list of these subgroups, up to conjugacy, is

computable. By [LW22, Theorem 6.17], if πpwq   8 and K   F pΣq is a w-subgroup,

then the natural map

K{xxwyy Ñ F pΣq{xxwyy

is an injective homomorphism. This allows us to treat P � K{xxwyy as a subgroup

of G � F pΣq{xxwyy. In a slight abuse of notation, we will also call P a w-subgroup

of G. The following result connects w-subgroups with the subgroup structure of

F pΣq{xxwyy. It appears as [LW22, Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.10].

Theorem 2.3.7. Let w P F pΣq and G � F pΣq{xxwyy. Then G has finitely many

conjugacy classes of w-subgroups P1, ..., Pn   G and, for every subgroup H   G of

rank πpwq, one of the following hold:

1. H is free,
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2. H is conjugate into some Pi.

Moreover, if πpwq � 2, then there exists only one conjugacy class of w-subgroup

P   G.

We prove the existence of a one-relator hierarchy relative to any w-subgroup

in Chapter 3, see Theorem 3.3.16. This allows us to prove that the membership

problem is decidable for w-subgroups (see Corollary 3.3.17).

2.4 One-relator complexes

The principal objects of study in this thesis will be one-relator complexes.

Definition 2.4.1. A one-relator complex is a combinatorial 2-complex of the form

X � pΓ, λq where λ : S1
í Γ is an immersion of a single cycle. We denote by

Xλ � X the smallest one-relator subcomplex of X.

The first example of a one-relator complex is the presentation complex of a

one-relator group. As we shall see in Chapter 3, more general one-relator complexes

arise naturally.

2.4.1 Magnus subcomplexes

A Magnus subcomplex A � X � pΓ, λq of a one-relator complex is a connected

subgraph of Γ in which the attaching map λ is not supported. This is the topological

analogue of Magnus subgroups of one-relator groups. The classic Freiheitssatz may

be restated as follows for one-relator complexes.

Theorem 2.4.2. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex. If A � Γ is a Magnus

subcomplex, then the induced map π1pAq Ñ π1pXq is injective.

In the Magnus–Moldavanskii hierarchy, a one-relator group is decomposed

as an HNN-extension over another one-relator group with shorter relator length,

after possibly passing to a one-relator overgroup. At each step in this hierarchy, a

pair of Magnus subgroups are identified. In our version of the hierarchy, we will

instead be identifying subgroups that correspond to fundamental groups of Magnus

subcomplexes of a one-relator complex.

Let X be a one-relator complex and let A,B � X be a pair of Magnus

subcomplexes. If A X B is connected, we may obtain a one-relator presentation

for π1pXq in which both π1pAq and π1pBq are Magnus subgroups. If AX B is not

connected, this may no longer be true. However, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.4.3. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex and let A,B � X be Magnus

subcomplexes. Then π1pAq and π1pBq are free factors of a pair of Magnus subgroups

for some one-relator presentation of π1pXq � F , where F is some free group.

Proof. If AXB is connected, there is nothing to prove. So suppose that AXB is not

connected. We may add edges te1, e2, ...u � E to Γ so that pAXBqYE is connected.

Let Z be the resulting one-relator complex. Now A Y E,B Y E � Z are Magnus

subcomplexes with connected intersection. Since π1pZq � π1pXq � F for some free

group F , the result follows.

2.4.2 Non-positive and negative immersions

The non-positive immersion property for 2-complexes was first introduced by Wise

in [Wis03]: a finite 2-complex X is said to have non-positive immersions if for

every immersion of finite connected 2-complexes Z í X, either χpZq ¤ 0, or Z is

contractible.

The connection with one-relator complexes is provided by the w-cycles con-

jecture, stated in [Wis03]. This conjecture was resolved independently by Helfer and

Wise in [HW16] and by Louder and Wilton in [LW17]. A direct consequence was a

characterisation of one-relator complexes with non-positive immersions.

Theorem 2.4.4. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex. Then X has non-positive

immersions if and only if π1pXq is torsion-free. Equivalently, X has non-positive

immersions if and only if λ is primitive.

Wise later introduced a stronger property in [Wis04], called negative immer-

sions. In [Wis20], Wise proved several strong results for 2-complexes with negative

immersions such as coherence and 2-freeness.

The version of negative immersions that we shall be using is due to Louder

and Wilton [LW22]: a finite 2-complex X is said to have negative immersions if for

every immersion of finite connected 2-complexes Z í X, either χpZq   0, or Z is

reducible. We will not define what a reducible complex is as we shall not need it.

The interested reader is referred to [LW22, Definition 3.5]. The important property

to keep in mind is that if Z is reducible, then Z is homotopy equivalent to a graph.

The following characterisation of one-relator complexes with negative immersions is

proved in [LW22, Theorem 1.3].

Theorem 2.4.5. Let X be a one-relator complex. Then X has negative immersions

if and only if π1pXq is 2-free.
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By Theorems 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, it makes sense to talk about one-relator groups

with non-positive immersions or negative immersions.

If X � pΓ, λq is a one-relator complex, then every conjugacy class of w-

subgroup in π1pXq can be realised by an immersion:

Qí X

of one-relator complexes (see [LW22, Section 6.1]). By Theorems 2.3.7 and 2.4.5, if

X has non-positive immersions, but does not have negative immersions, then there

exists precisely one such immersion.

2.5 Strongly inert subgroups

A subgroup H   G is called inert if for every subgroup K   G, we have:

rkpH XKq ¤ rkpKq .

This definition was first introduced in [DV96], motivated by the study of fixed

subgroups of endomorphisms of free groups. More generally, as defined in the

introduction of [Iva18], we say that H is strongly inert if for every subgroup K   G,

we have: ¸
rHXKgs

rrpH XKgq ¤ rrpKq .

Ivanov shows in [Iva18, Theorem 1.2] that, given as input a collection of elements of

a free group, it is decidable whether the subgroup they generates is strongly inert.

Examples of strongly inert subgroups of free groups are:

1. subgroups of rank at most two [Tar92, Theorem 1],

2. subgroups that are the fixed subgroups of an injective endomorphism [DV96,

Theorem IV.5.5],

3. subgroups that are images of immersions of free groups, as defined in [Kap00,

Definition 3.1].

The latter example follows by observing that the fibre product of two rose graphs is

again a disjoint union of a rose graph and some cycles. It is unknown whether inert

subgroups of free groups are strongly inert or whether there exists an algorithm to

decide if a subgroup of a free group is inert.

The following lemma will produce more examples of strongly inert subgroups

of free groups.
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Lemma 2.5.1. Let F be a free group and A   F a subgroup. If A �B   F �B is

inert for all free groups B, then A is strongly inert.

Proof. Assuming that A is finitely generated, let us represent A   F by an immersion

of graphs γ : Γí ∆. Then A is strongly inert if and only if for every graph immersion

λ : Λí ∆, we have χpCorepΓ�∆ Λqq ¥ χpCorepΛqq. So suppose for a contradiction

that there exists a graph immersion λ : Λí ∆ such that:

χpCorepΓ�∆ Λqq   χpCorepΛqq .

Let Θ1, ...,Θk � Γ�∆ Λ be the distinct connected core subgraphs such that χpΘiq ¤

�1 for all i and
°k
i�1 χpΘiq � χpCorepΓ �∆ Λqq. Then each Θi has a vertex

pvi, wiq P V pΓq � V pΛq such that degpvi, wiq ¥ 3. Let ∆1 be the graph obtained from

∆ by attaching edges e1, ..., ek�1 along their endpoints to the basepoint of ∆. Then

let Γ1 be the graph obtained from Γ by attaching edges f1, ..., fk�1 connecting the

basepoint of Γ with itself. Denote by γ1 : Γ1 í ∆ the graph immersion obtained by

extending γ, mapping fi to ei for each i. By assumption, γ1�π1pΓ
1q is inert in π1p∆

1q.

Now let g1, ..., gk�1 : I í Γ be paths such that for each i, gi begins at vi

and ends at vi�1, traversing fi. Let Λ
1 be the graph obtained from Λ by attaching

segments connecting wi with wi�1 for each i   k. Let λ1 : Λ1 Ñ ∆ be the map

obtained by extending λ, mapping each extra segment to the path γ � gi. Finally, let

λ2 : Λ2
í ∆ be the graph immersion obtained from λ1 by folding. By construction,

the folding map Λ1 Ñ Λ2 is a homotopy equivalence. We have χpΛ2q � χpΛq � k� 1,

and so:

χpCorepΓ1 �∆1 Λ2qq � χpCorepΓ1 �∆1 Λqq � k � 1

  χpCorepΛ2qq .

However, CorepΓ1�∆ Λ2q only has one component with non-zero Euler characteristic

by construction, contradicting the fact that γ1�π1pΓ
1q is inert in π1p∆

1q.

Let F be a finitely generated free group and A   F a subgroup. We say

A is an echelon subgroup if there exists a free basis x1, x2, ..., xn for F , such that

rkpA X xx1, ..., xkyq � rkpA X xx1, ..., xk�1yq ¤ 1 for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n, where x0 is

understood to be 1.

Echelon subgroups of free groups were introduced in [Ros13, Definition 3.2]

and were shown to be inert in [Ros13, Theorem 3.2]. As a corollary of Lemma 2.5.1,

we establish that they are also strongly inert.

Corollary 2.5.2. Echelon subgroups of free groups are strongly inert.
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2.6 Graphs of spaces

A graph of spaces is a tuple:

X �
�
Γ, tXvuvPV pΓq, tXeuePEpΓq, tB

�
e uePEpΓq

�
,

where Γ is a connected graph called the underlying graph, Xv are CW-complexes

called the vertex spaces, Xe are CW-complexes called the edge spaces, and

B�e : Xe Ñ Xopeq ,

B�e : Xe Ñ Xtpeq

are π1 injective continuous maps called the edge maps. The geometric realisation of

X is the following space:

XX �

�
� §
vPV pΓq

Xv \
§

ePEpΓq

pXe � r�1, 1sq

�
N

px,�1q � B�e pxq .

This space has an induced CW-complex structure. We will say a cell c � XX is

horizontal if its attaching map is supported in a vertex space, vertical otherwise.

There is a natural vertical map

v : XX Ñ Γ ,

where Xv maps to v and Xe � p�1, 1q maps to the open edge e in the obvious way.

The following fact about the vertical map v is well known, see [Ser03].

Lemma 2.6.1. The map:

v� : π1pXX q Ñ π1pΓq

is surjective.

Define HX to be the space obtained from XX by identifying txu � r�1, 1s to

a point for each e P EpΓq and each x P Xe. Then we call the quotient map

h : XX Ñ HX ,

the horizontal map. A path p : I Ñ XX is a vertical path if h � p is the constant

path. It is a horizontal path if v � p is the constant path.

In general, not much can be said about the horizontal map. However, with

sufficient restrictions on the edge maps, we can show that h is a homotopy equivalence.
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Proposition 2.6.2. Let X � pΓ, tXvu, tXeu, tB
�
e uq be a graph of spaces. Suppose

that B�e are given by inclusions of subcomplexes. Then the following hold:

1. h : XX Ñ HX is a homotopy equivalence if and only if X
p1q
X does not support

any vertical loops,

2. if h is a homotopy equivalence, then HX has a CW-structure inherited from

XX and h | Xv is an immersion for all v P V pΓq.

Proof. Let c be a horizontal 0-cell. Then h�1phpcqq is a graph we denote by Γc. We

have that Γc is a tree for all horizontal 0-cells c if and only if X
p1q
X supports no vertical

loops. So first suppose that Γc is not a tree for some 0-cell c. Let p : I Ñ Γc Ñ XX

be a non-trivial loop. Then v � p is a non-trivial loop in the graph Γ. Thus, by

Lemma 2.6.1, rps P π1pXX q is a non-trivial element. But then the map h� sends rps

to a trivial element and so h cannot be a homotopy equivalence. So now suppose

that Γc is a tree for all 0-cells c.

Since each edge map B�e is an inclusion of subcomplexes, if c is any horizontal

cell, then h�1phpcqq has a product decomposition c�Γc where Γc is a graph immersing

into Γ. Denote by γc : Γc í Γ this immersion. If the image of the attaching map of

the cell c has non-empty intersection with an open cell d, then Γc immerses into Γd.

Hence, since Γc is a tree for all 0-cells c, this implies that Γc must be a tree for all

higher dimensional cells c.

Denote by h0 : XX Ñ X0 the map obtained by collapsing each component of�
cPX

p0q
X
c� Γc to a point. Then we may inductively define the maps hi : Xi�1 Ñ Xi

by collapsing each c � Γc to c for each horizontal i-cell c. By definition, h factors

through hi � ... � h1 � h0 for all i. If XX is finite dimensional, then for some n we

have hn � ... � h1 � h0 � h. If XX is infinite dimensional, we may take the direct limit

and we see that it coincides with h.

By the following lemma, each hi is a homotopy equivalence and thus, so is h.

This proves (1).

Lemma 2.6.3. Let X be a CW-complex and let B � A � X be subcomplexes.

Suppose there exists a deformation retraction ft : AÑ A such that f1pAq � B. Then

q : X Ñ X{pA � f1pAqq

is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Exactly the same proof as [Hat02, Proposition 0.17].
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By construction of the maps hi, we see that HX has a CW-structure. By

induction on dimension, we can also see that if Γc is a tree for all horizontal cells c,

then Xv immerses into HX for all v P V pΓq.

If X is a graph of spaces, then the universal cover X̃X Ñ XX also has a graph

of spaces structure where each vertex space is the universal cover of some vertex

space of X and each edge space is the universal cover of some edge space of X . We

will denote this by

X̃ �
�
T,

!
X̃v

)
,
!
X̃e

)
,
!
B̃�e

)	
,

where T is the Bass-Serre tree of the graph of groups π1pXX q. There is a natural

covering action of π1pXX q on X̃X which pushes forward to an action on T . Indeed,

we have the following π1pXX q-equivariant commuting diagram:

X̃X � XX̃ XX

T Γ

If X satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2.6.2, then we also have a π1pXX q-

equivariant commuting diagram:

XX̃ HX̃

T XX HX

Γ

where HX̃ � H̃X .

2.6.1 Hyperbolic graphs of spaces

Acylindrical actions were first defined by Sela in [Sel97].

Definition 2.6.4. Let G be a group acting on a tree T and let k ¥ 0. We say the

action is k-acylindrical if every finite segment in T of length at least k has finite

stabiliser. We will say the action is acylindrical if it is k-acylindrical for some k ¥ 0.

By putting constraints on the geometry of the vertex and edge spaces of

a graph of spaces X , we may deduce acylindricity of the action of π1pXX q on its
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Bass-Serre tree. The following is essentially well-known, we include a proof for

completeness.

Proposition 2.6.5. Let X � pΓ, tXvu, tXeu, tB
�
e uq be a finite graph of finite spaces

such that X̃
p1q
X is hyperbolic with the path metric and X̃

p1q
e Ñ X̃

p1q
X is a quasi-isometric

embedding for each e P EpΓq. Then π1pXX q acts acylindrically on its Bass-Serre tree

T .

Proof. Suppose not. Then there exist segments Si � T of length i for all i P N,
such that StabpSiq is infinite. Let δ be the hyperbolicity constant for X̃X . Since X̃e

is quasi-isometrically embedded in X̃X for each e P EpΓq, there exists a constant

M ¡ 0 with the following property: if I Ñ X̃e is a geodesic, then any geodesic

I Ñ X̃X with the same endpoints is contained in its M -neighbourhood and vice

versa. This is known as the Morse property, see [BH99, Theorem III.H.1.7]. Now let

n ¡ 2δ �M be an integer. Let g P StabpS2nq be an element of infinite order. Since

π1pXX q is hyperbolic, such an element exists by [GdlH90, Corollary 36]. Denote by

X̃e, X̃f Ñ X̃X the two translates of edge spaces associated with the endpoints of S2n.

Let γ : I Ñ X̃X be a shortest path connecting X̃e with X̃f . We have |γ| ¥ 2n. Let

αi : I Ñ X̃e and βi : I Ñ X̃f be geodesics such that tpαiq � gi � opαiq � gi � opγq and

tpβiq � gi � opβiq � gi � tpγq. Let k be large enough so that dpopβkq, tpβkqq ¡ |γ|� 2δ.

By construction, we have that gi � γ is a geodesic connecting the endpoints of αi and

βi. Now consider the quadrangle γ Y βk Y gk � γ Y αk. The midpoint of γ is either at

distance at most 2δ from gk � γ or at distance at most 2δ �M from αk or βk. In the

first case, we get a contradiction by our choice of k. In the second case, we get a

contradiction by our choice of n. Thus, π1pXX q must act acylindrically on T .

Proposition 2.6.5 can be thought of as a converse to [Kap01, Theorem 1.2].

Putting the two together, we obtain the following statement.

Theorem 2.6.6. Let X � pΓ, tXvu, tXeu, tB
�
e uq be a finite graph of finite spaces

where X̃
p1q
v is hyperbolic with the path metric for all v P V pΓq and B�e is a quasi-

isometric embedding for all e P EpΓq. Then π1pXX q acts acylindrically on the Bass-

Serre tree T , if and only if X̃
p1q
X is hyperbolic with the path metric and X̃

p1q
v Ñ X̃

p1q
X

is a quasi-isometric embeddings for all v P V pΓq.
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Chapter 3

One-relator hierarchies

This chapter is dedicated to refining the Magnus–Moldavanskii hierarchy using 2-

complexes. First conceived by Magnus in his thesis [Mag30], the Magnus hierarchy

is possibly the oldest general tool in the theory of one-relator groups. After the

introduction of HNN-extensions, the hierarchy was later refined to be called the

Magnus–Moldavanskii hierarchy [Mol67]: if G is a one-relator group, then there is a

diagram of monomorphisms of one-relator groups

G � G0 G1
0

G1 G1
1

� � � � � �

GN

such that G1
i � Gi�1�ψi where ψi identifies two Magnus subgroups of Gi�1, and GN

splits as a free product of cyclic groups. The proofs of many results for one-relator

groups then proceed by induction on the length of such a hierarchy. See [MKS66] for

a classical introduction to one-relator groups with many such examples.

In the preprint [Mas06], Masters showed that we can dispense with the

horizontal homomorphisms. In other words, if G is a one-relator group, there is a

sequence of monomorphisms of one-relator groups:

GN ãÑ ... ãÑ G1 ãÑ G0 � G

such that Gi � Gi�1�ψi where ψi identifies two Magnus subgroups of Gi�1, and GN
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splits as a free product of cyclic groups. However, the one-relator presentation of

Gi�1 is not easily obtainable from the one-relator presentation of Gi.

The versatility of the Magnus–Moldavanskii hierarchy comes from the fact

that it may be described very explicitly in terms of one-relator presentations. Masters’

hierarchy is conceptually simpler, but is not so explicit. By working with 2-complexes,

we may reconcile both of these advantages. Our version of the hierarchy can be

stated as follows.

Theorem 3.3.2. Let X be a one-relator complex. There exists a finite sequence of

immersions of one-relator complexes:

XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X ,

such that π1pXiq � π1pXi�1q�ψi where ψi is induced by an identification of Magnus

subcomplexes, and such that π1pXN q splits as a free product of cyclic groups.

3.1 Tree domains

Let X be a CW-complex and let F be a free group. An F -cover is a regular cover

p : Y Ñ X such that Deckppq � F . A free cover is an F -cover for some free group

F . We now introduce tree domains. These are subcomplexes of Y that allow us

to construct a homotopy equivalence between X and a graph of spaces. Thus, tree

domains will correspond to (multiple) HNN-splittings of π1pXq, forming the basis

for our one-relator hierarchies.

Let p : Y Ñ X be a free cover, F � Deckppq and S � F a free generating

set. A subcomplex D � Y is S-connected if, for every open cell c � D and every

freely reduced word s1...sn P pS \ S�1q� such that s1...sn � c � D, we also have that

s1...si � c � D for all i   n.

Definition 3.1.1. Let p : Y Ñ X be a free cover, F � Deckppq and S � F a free

generating set. A subcomplex D � Y is an S-tree domain if the following hold:

1. F �D � Y ,

2. D is S-connected,

3. D X s �D is connected and non-empty for all s P S.

We will denote by TDpp, Sq the set of all S-tree domains. A minimal S-tree domain

is an S-tree domain, minimal under the partial order of inclusion.
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When the generating set is clear from context, we will often simply write

TDppq and refer to D P TDppq as a tree domain. For example, this is always clear

when F � Z.

Example 3.1.2. Let Sg be the orientable surface of genus g ¥ 1 and γ : S1 Ñ Sg

a non-separating simple closed curve. We may give Sg a CW-structure so that γ

is in the 1-skeleton. The curve γ determines an epimorphism π1pSgq Ñ Z via the

intersection form. Let p : Y Ñ Sg be the induced cyclic cover. Consider the subspace

Z � Y obtained by taking the closure of some component of p�1pSg � Impγqq. Its

translates cover Y and intersect in lifts of γ. Hence, Z is a (minimal) tree domain

for p.

Now let p : Y Ñ X be a free cover, S � F � Deckppq a free generating set

and D � Y an S-tree domain. Consider the following families of spaces:

tDfufPF ,

tDf,sufPF,sPS ,

where Df � D and Df,s � D X s �D. There are natural inclusion maps:

ι�f,s : Df,s ãÑ Df

and

ι�f,s : Df,s ãÑ Dfs ,

given by the inclusions D X s �D ãÑ D and D X s �D ãÑ s �D. With this data we

define the space:

Θpp, S,Dq �

�
�§
fPF

Df

�
\

�
� §
fPF,sPS

Df,s � r�1, 1s

�
N

px,�1q � ι�f,spxq .

We also have an action of F on Θpp, S,Dq induced by the action on tDfufPF .

Lemma 3.1.3. If the map π1pD X s �Dq Ñ π1pDq is injective for all s P S, then

Θpp, S,Dq is a graph of spaces. Moreover, in this case, the horizontal map is an

F -equivariant homotopy equivalence to Y :

h : Θpp, S,Dq Ñ Y ,

and the vertical map is an F -equivariant map to the Cayley graph of F with generating
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set S:

v : Θpp, S,Dq Ñ CaypF, Sq .

Proof. The fact that the horizontal map is an F -equivariant map to Y is by construc-

tion. Similarly for the vertical map. By Proposition 2.6.2, the map h : Θpp, S,Dq Ñ Y

is a homotopy equivalence if CaypF, Sq is a tree. Since S is a free basis, the result

now follows.

Proposition 3.1.4. Let p : Y Ñ X be a free cover and let D � Y be an S-tree

domain for some free generating set S � F � Deckppq. If Θpp, S,Dq is a graph of

spaces, then

π1pXq � π1pF zΘpp, S,Dqq .

In particular, π1pXq splits as a multiple HNN-extension with vertex group π1pDq and

edge groups π1pD X s �Dq for each s P S.

Proof. Since CaypF, Sq is a tree and Θpp, S,Dq is a graph of spaces, it follows

from Proposition 2.6.2 and Lemma 3.1.3 that the map h : Θpp, S,Dq Ñ Y is a

homotopy equivalence. By equivariance, this descends to a homotopy equivalence

F zΘpp, S,Dq Ñ X. The space F zΘpp, S,Dq is a graph of spaces over F zCaypF, Sq,

which is a rose on |S| petals. Thus, π1pF pSqzΘpp, S,Dqq splits as a multiple HNN-

extension over π1pDq with edge groups π1pD X s �Dq for each s P S.

3.2 Minimal cyclic tree domains

3.2.1 Cyclic covers

From now on, we will only focus on cyclic covers. That is, free covers whose deck

group is Z. In this section we will show that tree domains always exist for cyclic

covers of finite CW-complexes.

Let us first set up some notation. Let p : Y Ñ X be a cyclic cover. Choose

some spanning tree T � Xp1q and some orientation on Xp1q, this induces an identifi-

cation of π1pX
p1qq with F pΣq, the free group on

Σ � teuePEpXp1qqzEpT q .

For any subset A � Σ, define:

TA � T Y

�¤
ePA

e

�
.
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Choose some lift of T to Y and denote this by T0 � Y . Then, since p is regular,

every lift of T is obtained by translating T0 by an element of Z. We introduce the

notation:

Ti�j � i � Tj .

For each e P E
�
Xp1q

�
, denote by ei the lift of e such that opeiq P Ti. If e R Σ, then

tpeiq P Ti. If e P Σ, then tpeiq P Ti�ιpeq where

ι : ΣÑ π1

�
Xp1q, x

	
Ñ Z

is the induced map.

If e P Σ and C � Z, define Ce � C to be the subset consisting of the elements

i P C such that i� ιpeq P C. Then, if A � Σ, we define the following subcomplex of

the 1-skeleton of Y :

TAC �

�¤
iPC

Ti

�
Y

�¤
ePA

¤
iPCe

ei

�
.

Examples of such subcomplexes can be seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. We also write

KA � xιpAqy   Z ,

kA � rZ : KAs .

Remark 3.2.1. The quantity kA is precisely the number of connected components

of TAZ . In fact, if we contract all the lifts of T in Y p1q, then the resulting graph is

the Cayley graph for Z over the generating set ιpΣq. So the connected components

of TAZ correspond to KA cosets in Z.

We call a subset C � Z connected if C � ti, i� 1, ..., ju for some i ¤ j P Z.

Proposition 3.2.2. Let p : Y Ñ X be a cyclic cover such that |ιpΣq|   8. For any

subset A � Σ and any connected subset C � Z, the following hold:

1. If kA � 8, then TAC consists of |C| connected components.

2. If kA   8, then there exists some constant k � kpAq ¥ 0 such that TAC consists

of kA connected components whenever |C| ¥ k.

Proof. For (1), note that we have KA � t0u. Hence, each edge ej with e P A has

both endpoints in Tj . So for each j P C, the subcomplexes TAj � TAC are all pairwise

disjoint and cover TAC .

By assumption |ιpAq| is bounded above. So for (2), we use induction on |ιpAq|.
Denote by Ai � ι�1piq X A. For the base case, suppose ιpAq � tiu. We show the
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result holds for all C with |C| ¥ |i| � kA. For each e P Ai, we have opejq P Tj and

tpejq � opej�iq P Tj�i by definition. Hence, TAC consists of kA connected components

when |C| ¥ kA � |i|.
Now let |ιpAq| ¥ 2, by induction we may assume the result holds for A1 � A

with ιpA1q � ιpAqztiu. So for A1 there exists some k1 � kpA1q ¥ 0 such that TA
1

C

consists of kA1 ¥ kA connected components for all C � Z with |C| ¥ k1. If kA1 � kA

then the result is clear and we may take k � k1, so assume kA1 ¡ kA. We claim that

if

|C| ¥ k � max tk1, pkA1 � kAq � |i|u ,

then TAC consists of kA connected components. By Remark 3.2.1, we note that for

each j, j � i P C, we must have Tj and Tj�i are in distinct components of TA
1

C . For

any e P Ai, by adding ej edges to T
A1

C with both endpoints in TA
1

C , we decrease the

number of connected components. If there are kA1 connected components, then after

adding kA1 � kA of the ej edges, we obtain a graph with kA connected components.

Since the minimal number of connected components is kA by Remark 3.2.1, this

number is attained.

Proposition 3.2.3. Cyclic covers of finite CW-complexes have finite tree domains.

Proof. Let X be a finite CW-complex and p : Y Ñ X a cyclic cover. We prove

this by induction on n-skeleta of X. Denote by pn : Y pnq Ñ Xpnq the restriction

of p to the n-skeleton of Y . Since X is finite, |ιpΣq| is finite. As kΣ � 1, we may

apply Proposition 3.2.2 and obtain an integer kpΣq ¥ 0 such that TΣ
C is connected

for all |C| ¥ k. So if we choose C so that |C| ¥ k � 1, then TΣ
C is a tree domain for

p1 : Y
p1q Ñ Xp1q.

Now suppose we have a tree domain Dn�1 for pn�1 : Y pn�1q Ñ Xpn�1q. Then

for any connected subset C � Z, the subcomplex
�
jPC j �Dn�1 is also a tree domain

for pn�1. We may choose C large enough so that
�
jPC j �Dn�1 contains a lift of

each attaching map of n-cells in X. Then the full subcomplex of Y pnq containing�
jPC j �Dn�1 is a tree domain for pn.

3.2.2 Graphs

If we restrict our attention to graphs, the topology of minimal tree domains is much

simpler.

Lemma 3.2.4. Let Γ be a finite graph and let p : Y Ñ Γ be a cyclic cover. If
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D P TDppq is a minimal tree domain, then

χpDq � χpΓq � 1 ,

χpD X 1 �Dq � 1 .

Proof. Up to contracting a spanning tree, we may assume that Γ has a single vertex

and n edges. Let D P TDppq be a minimal tree domain. We have χpD X 1 �Dq �

χpDq � n � 1 by definition. Since D is minimal, we must have that D X 1 � D is

actually a tree, otherwise we could remove some edge. Thus χpDq � χpΓq � 1.

As a consequence of Lemma 3.2.4 and Proposition 3.1.4, we see that minimal

tree domains of cyclic covers of graphs Γ correspond to certain free product decom-

positions of π1pΓq. In the case where χpΓq � �1, the free product decompositions

are much more rigid.

Lemma 3.2.5. Let Γ be a rose graph and let p : Y Ñ Γ be a cyclic cover. If

χpΓq � �1, then, up translations and changes of orientations, TDppq has a unique

minimal element.

Proof. As Γ is a rose and χpΓq � �1, we have EpΓq � Σ � te, fu. Since ιpΣq

generates Z, ιpeq and ιpfq must be coprime. Up to changing the orientations of e and

f , we may assume that ιpeq ¥ ιpfq ¥ 0. Let D P TDppq be a minimal tree domain. If

ιpfq � 0, then we must have ιpeq � 1. In this case, e0 Y f0 is a minimal tree domain

and is unique, up translations and changes of orientations. So now suppose that

ιpeq ¥ ιpfq ¥ 1. If C � t0, ..., ιpeq � ιpfq � 1u, it is not hard to see that:

D � T eCe Y T fCf � TΣ
C

is the unique minimal tree domain.

In Section 3.3.2, using Lemma 3.2.5, we provide an alternative proof of [OZ81,

Theorem 1.2]. That is, that there is a correspondence between proper free factors of

π1pΓq and cyclic covers of Γ, when χpΓq � �1. See Corollary 3.3.10 for the statement.

Example 3.2.6. Let Γ be a graph with a single vertex and two edges, so χpΓq � �1.

The spanning tree is the unique vertex v P Γ. Let Σ � ta, bu be the two edges and

let ϕ : F pa, bq Ñ Z be the homomorphism that sends a to 5 and b to 3. Then let

p : Y Ñ Γ be the corresponding cyclic cover. Let C � t0, 1, ..., 6u, then TΣ
C can be

seen in Figure 3.1. The numbers i in the diagram correspond to Ti, the lower black

edges are lifts of a and the upper red edges are lifts of b. This is not quite a tree
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Figure 3.1: Not quite a tree domain.

Figure 3.2: A minimal tree domain.

domain as its intersection with a translate is disconnected. However, we can see that

TΣ
CY7 is a genuine tree domain, see Figure 3.2. In fact, it is the unique minimal tree

domain for p. The unique primitive cycle that factors through TΣ
CY7, represents the

unique conjugacy class of primitive element in kerpϕq.

3.2.3 One-relator complexes

Another special case is that of one-relator complexes. The following two propositions

are essential ingredients for our one-relator hierarchies.

Proposition 3.2.7. If X � pΓ, λq is a finite one-relator complex and p : Y Ñ X a

cyclic cover, then there exists a finite one-relator tree domain D P TDppq.

Proof. Let T � X be a spanning tree and let Σ be the remaining edges. Fix a lift

λ̃ : S1
í Y of λ. If λ traverses e P Σ, then define:

Me � max tk|ej X Impλ̃q � H, ej�k X Impλ̃q � Hu .

This quantity is independent of the choice of lift λ̃. Denote by Σe � Σ� teu.

Let α : I Ñ Y be a path of shortest length that factors through λ̃, traverses

a lift of an edge in Σ and such that opαq, tpαq P Tj for some j P Z. Let e P Σ be the

edge whose lift α traverses first. Up to changing orientation, we may assume that α
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traverses ej first. If kΣe � 1, then by Proposition 3.2.2, there is a finite tree domain

D P TDppq with precisely Me lifts of e. Hence, D can only support one lift of λ

and so must be one-relator. So now suppose that kΣe � 1, and so tpejq � Tj�i for

some i � 0. Then α must remain within a component of TΣe
Z , distinct to that of Tj ,

until it traverses another lift of e. So α either traverses ej in the reverse direction, a

contradiction to minimality of |α|, or traverses some ej�lkΣe for some l � 0. Thus,

Me ¥ kΣe and so by Proposition 3.2.2 there is a finite tree domain D P TDppq with

precisely Me many lifts of e. As before, D must be one-relator.

Remark 3.2.8. More generally, by [How87, Lemma 2], if X is a staggered 2-complex

and p : Y Ñ X a cyclic cover, then every tree domain D P TDppq is also a staggered

2-complex. Furthermore, by [HW01, Corollary 6.2] and Proposition 3.1.4, each

D P TDppq induces a HNN-splitting of π1pXq over π1pDq.

Define the complexity of a one-relator complex X � pΓ, λq to be the following

quantity:

cpXq �

�
|λ|

degpλq
�
∣∣∣Xp0q

λ

∣∣∣,�χpXq
 .

We endow the complexity of one-relator complexes with the dictionary order so that

pq, rq   ps, tq if q   s or q � s and r   t.

Proposition 3.2.9. Let X be a one-relator complex and p : Y Ñ X a cyclic cover.

If D P TDppq is a minimal one-relator tree domain, then:

cpDq   cpXq .

Proof. It is clear that if cpDq � pq, rq and cpXq � ps, tq, we cannot have q ¡ s.

Suppose that for some one-relator tree domain D P TDppq, we have q � s, then we

must have that Xλ actually lifts to D. But then this implies that Xλ is a subcomplex

of D. So applying Lemma 3.2.4 to the induced cyclic cover of the graph X{pXλ � ptq,

we see that χpDq � χpXq � 1 when D is minimal. Thus, r   t and cpDq   cpXq

when D is minimal.

3.3 One-relator hierarchies

Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex. By Proposition 3.2.7, if p : Y Ñ X

is a cyclic cover, there exists a one-relator complex X1 P TDppq. If X1 admits a

cyclic cover, we may repeat this and obtain a sequence of immersions of one-relator

complexes XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X where Xi is a one-relator tree domain of a
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cyclic cover of Xi�1. We will call this a one-relator tower. Note that each immersion

is a tower map in the sense of [How81]. If XN does not admit any cyclic covers, we

will call this a maximal one-relator tower.

Proposition 3.3.1. Every finite one-relator complex X has a maximal one-relator

tower XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X.

Proof. The proof is by induction on cpXq, the base case is cpXq � p0, 0q. We

have cpXq � p0, 0q precisely when Γ � S1. This is the only case where X does

not admit any cyclic cover. This is because if cpXq ¡ p0, 0q, then χpXq ¤ 0 and

so rkpH1pX,Zqq ¥ 1. Hence the base case holds. The inductive step is simply

Proposition 3.2.9.

Now we are ready to prove our version of the Magnus–Moldavanskii hierarchy

for one-relator complexes.

Theorem 3.3.2. Let X be a one-relator complex. There exists a finite sequence of

immersions of one-relator complexes:

XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X ,

such that π1pXiq � π1pXi�1q�ψi where ψi is induced by an identification of Magnus

subcomplexes, and such that π1pXN q splits as a free product of cyclic groups.

Proof. By Proposition 3.3.1 there is a maximal one-relator tower XN í ...í X1 í

X0 � X. By Theorem 2.4.2, the inclusions Xi X 1 � Xi ãÑ Xi are all injective on

π1. Thus, by Lemma 3.1.3 and Proposition 3.1.4, π1pXiq � π1pXi�1q�ψi for some

isomorphisms ψi induced by an identification of Magnus subcomplexes.

We call a splitting π1pXiq � π1pXi�1q�ψ as in Theorem 3.3.2 a one-relator

splitting. Then the associated Magnus subcomplexes inducing ψ are A � �1 �Xi�1 X

Xi�1 and B � 1 �A.

3.3.1 The hierarchy length of a one-relator complex

A one-relator tower XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X is a hierarchy of length N if

π1pXN q splits as a free product of cyclic groups. Denote by hpXq the hierarchy

length of X. That is, the smallest integer N such that a hierarchy for X of length N

exists. We extend this definition also to one-relator presentations xΣ | wy by saying

that the hierarchy length of a one-relator presentation is the hierarchy length of

its presentation complex. A hierarchy XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X is minimal if
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N � hpXq. In this section we show that we can actually compute hpXq effectively,

and that an upper bound is given by the length of the attaching map.

Lemma 3.3.3. Let X � pΓ, λq and X 1 � pΓ1, λ1q be one-relator complexes and let

q : X í X 1 be an immersion. Then hpXq ¤ hpX 1q with equality if q is an embedding.

Proof. The proof is by induction on hpX 1q. We may assume that λ and λ1 are

primitive. The fact that hpXq � hpX 1q if q is an embedding is clear. Hence, since

hpXq � hpXλq, without loss we assume X � Xλ. The base case is when hpX 1q � 0.

If hpX 1q � 0, then π1pX
1q is free and π1pXq must also be free. This is because rλ1s

would have to be a primitive element of π1pΓ
1q and since q � λ � λ1, rλs must be a

primitive element of π1pΓq. Hence hpXq � hpX 1q � 0. Now suppose hpX 1q ¥ 1.

Let X 1
N í ... í X 1

0 � X 1 be some hierarchy for X 1 with hpX 1q � N . Let

ϕ1 : π1pX
1q Ñ Z be the homomorphism inducing the first cyclic cover p : Y 1 Ñ X 1. Let

us first consider the case that q�pπ1pXqq   kerpϕ1q. Then there is a lift q1 : X Ñ Y 1

of q. Since q was an immersion, we must actually have that q1 restricts to a lift of

X to X 1
1. The inductive hypothesis applies and we have hpXq ¤ hpX 1

1q   hpX 1q.

Now assume that q�pπ1pXqq is not a subgroup of kerpϕ1q. Then the map ϕ1 � q�

induces an epimorphism π1pXq Ñ Z. Let p : Y Ñ X be the associated cyclic cover

and X1 P TDppq a one-relator tree domain. Then pq � pq�pπ1pX1qq   kerpϕ1q and, as

before, we get hpX1q ¤ hpX 1
1q   hpXq. Since hpXq � hpX1q or hpXq � hpX1q � 1,

we are done.

An abelian cover is a regular cover p : Y Ñ X where Deckppq is abelian.

The maximal torsion-free abelian cover is the cover a : A Ñ X with Deckpaq �

H1pX,Zq{L where L   H1pX,Zq denotes the torsion subgroup.

Infinite cyclic covers of X are in correspondence with codimension one sub-

groups of Deckpaq. Indeed, for any codimension one subgroup K   Deckpaq, we

obtain a cyclic covering p : KzA � Y Ñ X. If we denote by fp : AÑ Y the quotient

map, it is not hard to see that for any finite subcomplex Z � A, we may choose a

codimension one subgroup K   Deckpaq such that Z ãÑ A Ñ KzA is actually an

embedding. Thus, we obtain the following.

Lemma 3.3.4. There exists a cyclic cover p : Y Ñ X such that for any attaching

map λ̃ : S1 Ñ A, the map

fp | Aλ̃ : Aλ̃ Ñ Y

is an embedding.
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Proposition 3.3.5. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex with hpXq ¥ 1, let

AÑ X be the maximal torsion-free abelian cover and let λ̃ : S1 Ñ A be a lift of λ.

Then we have:

hpXq � hpAλ̃q � 1 ¤ |λ|{degpλq .

Proof. Let X1 í X be a one-relator tower with hpXq � hpX1q � 1. Now we have

an immersion Aλ̃ í X1, induced by fp : A Ñ Y . So by Lemma 3.3.3, we have

hpAλ̃q ¤ hpX1q. By Lemma 3.3.4, we have hpAλ̃q � hpX1q. Since Aλ̃ í X is not an

embedding, we see by induction on hpXq that hpXq ¤ |λ|{degpλq.

Corollary 3.3.6. If X � pΓ, λq is a one-relator complex, then hpXq is computable

in time polynomial in |λ|.

Proof. Let λ1 : S1 Ñ Γ be the unique primitive immersion that λ factors through.

By using the Knuth–Morris–Pratt algorithm [KMP77], for instance, this may be

computed in linear time. Since hpX 1q � hpXq, where X 1 � pΓ, λ1q, we may as well

assume that λ is primitive. The proof is by induction on hpXq. In the base case,

hpXq � 0 which may be decided in polynomial time [RVW07, Corollary 3.10]. For

the inductive step, we may use the equality hpXq � hpAλ̃q � 1 from Proposition

3.3.5.

The hierarchy length of a one-relator complex is not preserved under homotopy

equivalence. This is illustrated by the following examples.

Example 3.3.7. Let p, q P Z � t�1, 0, 1u be a pair of coprime integers. The

Baumslag–Solitar group BSpp, qq has (at least) two one-relator presentations:

BSpp, qq � xa, t|t�1apt � aqy � xb, s|prp{qpb, s
�1b�1sqy ,

such that the hierarchy length of the first presentation is two, but of the second it is

one. We see this by noting that

xb, s | prp{qpb, s
�1b�1sqy � xb0, b1, s | s

�1b1s � b0,prp{qpb1, b
�1
0 qy

and that xb0, b1y � Z by definition of prp{q. Since presentation complexes of torsion-

free one-relator groups are aspherical by Lyndon’s Identity Theorem [Lyn50], the

two associated presentation complexes are homotopy equivalent.

Note that neither t�1apta�q nor pt�1apta�qq�1 are in the same AutpF pa, tqq

orbit as prp{qpa, t
�1a�1tq. One can see this by applying Whiteheads algorithm

[Whi36].
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We may do the same with the Baumslag–Gersten groups:

BGpp, qq � xa, t|t�1atapt�1a�1t � aqy � xb, s|prp{qpb, s
�1bsb�1s�1b�1sqy .

The hierarchy length of the first presentation is three, but of the second it is two.

More generally, by reverse engineering the hierarchy, we may produce examples

of one-relator groups with one-relator presentations of hierarchy length n and n� 1

for all n ¥ 1.

We now move on to one-relator complexes that are low down in the hierarchy.

3.3.2 Hierarchy length zero and primitives of the free group of rank

two

The one-relator complexes X � pΓ, λq with hpXq � 0 are precisely those in which rλs

represents a power of a primitive element of π1pΓq. Such elements are well understood

thanks to the large body of work that followed Whiteheads seminal paper [Whi36].

In this section we relate one-relator towers with primitive elements of free groups.

Proposition 3.3.8. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex. If 1� χpXq � N and

X possesses a maximal one-relator tower of length N , then hpXq � 0.

Proof. Without loss, we may assume that λ is primitive. The proof is by induction

on N . If N � 0, then π1pXq is finite cyclic and so hpXq � 0. Now assume the

inductive hypothesis. Let XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X be a maximal one-relator

tower for X. Since χpXq � 1�N , χpXN q � 1 and χpXi�1q ¤ χpXiq � 1, it follows

that χpX1q � χpXq � 1. But then:

χpX1 X 1 �X1q � χpX1q �N � 1 � χpXq �N � 1 ,

Thus, X1 X 1 �X1 is a tree and so π1pXq � π1pX1q � Z.

When χpXq � 0, the converse to Proposition 3.3.8 is also true.

Lemma 3.3.9. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex with χpXq � 0. Then X

has a maximal one-relator tower of length one if and only if hpXq � 0.

Proof. One direction is Proposition 3.3.8. If χpXq � 0 and hpXq � 0, then there is

precisely one cyclic cover p : Y Ñ X. Let D P TDppq be a minimal one-relator tree

domain. Since π1pY q � �ZCdegpλq, where Cdegpλq denotes the cyclic group of order

degpλq, we must have π1pDq � Cdegpλq.
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As an application of Lemma 3.3.9, we provide a topological proof of [OZ81,

Theorem 1.2], characterising the primitive elements of the free group of rank two.

Corollary 3.3.10. Conjugacy classes of primitive elements of F2 are in bijection

with primitive elements of Z2 via the abelianisation map ab : F2 Ñ Z2.

Proof. Let Γ be a rose graph with π1pΓq � F2. Then each primitive element

x P Z2 corresponds to a cyclic cover p : Y Ñ Γ induced by the homomorphism

π1pΓq Ñ Z2 Ñ Z2{xxxyy, where the first map is the abelianisation map. Now let

x P Z2 be primitive and let λ : S1
í Γ be an immersion representing a conjugacy

class of a primitive element in ab�1pxq. Consider the one-relator complex X � pΓ, λq

and its unique cyclic cover p : Y Ñ X. Since π1pY q � 1, it follows that π1pDq � 1

for any tree domain D P TDppq. Now this must mean that D is a disc and so Dp1q is

a minimal tree domain for the cyclic cover Y p1q Ñ Γ. Lemma 3.2.5 tells us that this

is unique. Since Dp1q � S1, the immersion λ is also uniquely defined by x.

The proof also gives us a straightforward way of computing the conjugacy

class of primitive elements in ab�1pp, qq for any primitive pp, qq P Z2. See Example

3.2.6.

3.3.3 Hierarchy length one and Brown’s criterion

A one-relator complex X � pΓ, λq satisfies hpXq � 1 only if π1pXq splits as an

HNN-extension of a free product of cyclic groups. By Example 3.3.7, the converse

is not necessarily true. However, by Brown’s criterion [Bro87], if π1pXq splits as

an ascending HNN-extension of a free group, then hpXq � 1. Brown’s criterion is

moreover straightforward to use in practice. In this section we will prove a sufficient

condition for when hpXq � 1, without making use of Whiteheads algorithm. Before

stating the criterion, we will need to make some definitions.

Let F pΣq be the free group freely generated by Σ and let r P F pΣq be some

cyclically reduced word. Let Γ � R|Σ| be the Cayley graph of Z|Σ| embedded in the

obvious way. The word r determines a path in Γ, starting at 0, via the identification

of Σ with a basis for Z|Σ|. Denote this path by wr : I Ñ R|Σ| and call it the trace of

r. A vertex or edge in Γ traversed exactly once by wr is called simple. With this

language, Brown’s criterion [Bro87, Theorem 4.2] can be stated as follows.

Theorem 3.3.11. Let G � F2{xxryy be a one-relator group.

1. If r P rF2, F2s, then G splits as an ascending HNN extension of a free group if

and only if there exists a line L � R2 on one side of the trace of r, intersecting

it in a single simple vertex or edge.
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2. If r R rF2, F2s and the trace of r ends at the vertex pp, qq, then G splits as

an ascending HNN-extension of a free group if and only if there exists a line

L � R2 with slope p{q, on one side of the trace of r, intersecting it in a single

simple vertex or edge.

Brown also shows that G is free-by-cyclic if and only if there are two parallel

lines L and L1 on opposite sides of the trace as above, each intersecting the trace in

a single simple vertex or edge.

In [DT06] it is shown that there is a definite proportion of two generator

one-relator groups that do not split as ascending HNN-extensions of free groups.

Moreover, one-relator groups with three or more generators cannot split as ascending

HNN-extensions of free groups. We provide a result, similar in flavour to Brown’s

criterion, that applies to a generic one-relator complex.

Theorem 3.3.12. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex. Let T � Γ be a spanning

tree and Σ � EpΓq �EpT q so that π1pXq � F pΣq{xxryy with rrs � rλs. Let P � R|Σ|

be a hyperplane parallel to tpwrq. If P intersects wr in a single simple vertex or

simple edge, then X has a one-relator hierarchy

X1 í X0 � X ,

such that X1 has a free face.

Proof. Let n � |Σ|. Given some vector with rational coordinates v P Rn, this

determines a homomorphism Zn Ñ Z in the following way: let P be a hyperplane

orthogonal to v, then since v has rational coordinates, P can be spanned by vectors

with integer coordinates. These vectors are linearly independent so P X Zn �

Zn�1 and the homomorphism is given by Zn Ñ Zn{P X Zn � Z. Now there is

some vector w, orthogonal to P , such that xw,P X Zny � Zn. Geometrically, this

homomorphism can be thought as a height function in the direction of v. More

specifically, kw � P X Zn Ñ k.

If there exists a hyperplane parallel to the endpoint of wr that intersects

wr in a single simple vertex or simple edge, then there exists such a hyperplane P ,

spanned by integral vectors. So by the above, this determines a homomorphism

ϕ : F pΣq Ñ Z. Furthermore, since P was parallel to the endpoint of wr, we have

ϕprq � 0. This descends to a homomorphism ϕ̄ : π1pXq Ñ Z. Let |r| � k and ri be

the prefix of r of length i. If P intersects wr in a single simple vertex, then there

is some i such that ϕpriq � ϕprjq for all j � i. If P intersects wr in a single simple

edge, then there is some i such that ϕpriq � ϕpri�1q and there is no j � i such that

ϕpriq � ϕprjq � ϕprj�1q.
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Let p : Y Ñ X be the cyclic cover associated with ϕ̄. By construction of ϕ̄, if

P intersects wr in a single simple vertex or simple edge, the attaching map λ̃ of any

one-relator tree domain D P TDppq traverses some edge precisely once, thus X1 � D

has a free face.

Remark 3.3.13. Let F � F pΣq be a free group of rank at least two. By [Fu06,

Theorem 3.1.1] and [Sv11, Lemma 3.5], for generic r P F , there is a hyperplane

P � R|Σ| satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3.12. By [Pud15, Corollary 8.3],

r is generically imprimitive. So by Theorem 3.3.12, we see that generic one-relator

presentations xΣ | ry have hierarchy length one.

3.3.4 Primitivity rank and w-subgroups

Recall the definition of w-subgroups from Section 2.3.2. We now relate w-subgroups

to one-relator hierarchies. First, we shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3.14. Let G � F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group with πpwq   |Σ|. If

H   G is a finitely generated subgroup with rkpHq ¤ πpwq, then either H is free or

there exists some surjective homomorphism ϕ : GÑ Z such that H   kerpϕq.

Proof. Since rkpHq ¤ πpwq, we have that either H is free, or H is conjugate into some

w-subgroup of G by Theorems 2.3.5 and 2.3.7. Hence, we may assume in fact that

H is a w-subgroup for G, so H � F pΣ1q{xxwHyy with |Σ1| � πpwq. Let ι : H Ñ G

be the inclusion homomorphism. If wH P rF pΣ1q, F pΣ1qs, then w P rF pΣq, F pΣqs.

In particular, rkpH1pH,Zqq   rkpH1pG,Zqq and so there is some codimension one

subgroup A   H1pG,Zq such that the image of H1pH,Zq in H1pG,Zq is contained
in A. Now GÑ H1pG,Zq{A � Z is a homomorphism of the required form.

If X is a one-relator complex, then the w-subgroups of π1pXq are represented

by a finite collection of immersions tqi : Qi í Xu where each Qi are also one-relator

complexes (see Section 2.3.2).

Corollary 3.3.15. Let X be a one-relator complex and let q : Q í X represent

some w-subgroup. If Q � X, there exists a cyclic cover p : Y Ñ X such that Q lifts

to Y .

Proof. If Q � X then rkpπ1pQqq   rkpπ1pXqq, so π1pXq is indicable and by Lemma

3.3.14, there is a homomorphism ϕ : π1pXq Ñ Z such that pqq�pπ1pQqq   kerpϕq.

The cyclic cover p : Y Ñ X associated with ϕ is hence the required cover.
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Theorem 3.3.16. Let X be a one-relator complex and let q : Qí X represent some

w-subgroup. Then there exists a one-relator tower

Q � XK í ...í X0 � X .

Proof. The proof is by induction on cpXq. The base case is trivial, so let us assume

the inductive hypothesis. By Corollary 3.3.15, there is a cyclic cover p : Y Ñ X such

that Q lifts to Y . Let D P TDppq be a minimal tree domain. Then D is one-relator

and cpDq   cpXq by Proposition 3.2.9. Since q is a combinatorial immersion of

one-relator complexes and Q � Qλ, some lift of Q factors through D. So now either

Q � D, in which case we are done, or Q immerses properly into D and so the

inductive hypothesis applies.

As a consequence of Magnus’ classical result that the membership problem is

solvable for Magnus subgroups of one-relator groups, Theorem 2.3.3, we obtain the

following.

Corollary 3.3.17. The membership problem for w-subgroups in one-relator groups

is solvable.
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Chapter 4

Quasi-convex one-relator

hierarchies

In [Wis21], Wise introduced the notion of a quasi-convex hierarchy. There, he proved

that one-relator groups with torsion have a quasi-convex hierarchy, resolving an old

conjecture of Baumslag. In this chapter, we aim to generalise his results, providing

criteria for when an arbitrary one-relator group has a quasi-convex hierarchy. First,

let us specialise the definition of a quasi-convex hierarchy to one-relator complexes.

Definition 4.0.1. A one-relator tower (hierarchy) XN í ... í X1 í X0 is a

quasi-convex one-relator tower (hierarchy) if, for each i   N , the induced maps

Ãi�1, B̃i�1 ãÑ X̃i are quasi-isometric embeddings, where Ai�1, Bi�1 � Xi�1 are the

associated Magnus subcomplexes.

Most of this chapter will be dedicated towards proving the main ingredient

needed for our quasi-convex hierarchy criterion, Corollary 4.3.2: if X has a quasi-

convex one-relator hierarchy and π1pXq is hyperbolic, then Ã ãÑ X̃ is a quasi-

isometric embedding for all subcomplexes A � X.

To state our result, we need one more definition.

Definition 4.0.2. A one-relator tower (hierarchy) XN í ... í X1 í X0 is an

acylindrical one-relator tower (hierarchy) if π1pXiq acts acylindrically on the Bass-

Serre tree associated with the splitting π1pXi�1q�ψi for all i   N .

The main result of this chapter is the following.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let X be a one-relator complex and let XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X

be a one-relator hierarchy. The following are equivalent:

1. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is a quasi-convex hierarchy and π1pXq is hyperbolic,
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2. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is an acylindrical hierarchy.

In Chapter 7 we prove a more general statement, Theorem 7.1.2.

4.1 Normal forms

Computable normal forms for one-relator complexes can be derived from the original

Magnus hierarchy [Mag30]. Following the same idea, we build normal forms for

universal covers of one-relator complexes. The geometry of these normal forms will

then allow us to prove our main theorem.

Let X be a combinatorial 2-complex. We define IpXq to be the set of all

combinatorial immersed paths I í Xp1q.

Definition 4.1.1. A normal form for X is a map η : Xp0q �Xp0q Ñ IpXq where

opηp,qq � p and tpηp,qq � q, for all p, q P Xp0q. We say that η is prefix-closed if

for every p, q P Xp0q and i P t0, 1, ..., |ηp,q|u, we have that ηp,r � ηp,q | r0, is where

r � ηp,qpiq.

We will be particularly interested in certain kinds of normal forms, defined

below. The first being quasi-geodesic normal forms and the second being normal

forms relative to a given subcomplex.

Definition 4.1.2. Let K ¡ 0. A normal form η : Xp0q �Xp0q Ñ IpXq is K-quasi-

geodesic if every path in Impηq is a K-quasi-geodesic. We will call η quasi-geodesic if

it is K-quasi-geodesic for some K ¡ 0.

Definition 4.1.3. Suppose Z � X is a subcomplex. A normal form η : Xp0q�Xp0q Ñ

IpXq is a normal form relative to Z if, for any r P Xp0q and p, q contained in the

same connected component of Z, the following hold:

1. ηp,q is supported in Z,

2. ηp,r � η̄q,r is supported in Z after removing backtracking.

The following proposition will be of use to us in Chapter 7.

Proposition 4.1.4. Let X be a finite connected combinatorial complex and A � X a

connected subcomplex. Then X̃ admits π1pXq-equivariant quasi-geodesic prefix-closed

normal forms relative to Ã if and only if Ã is quasi-isometrically embedded in X̃.

Proof. One direction is clear. So let us suppose now that Ã is quasi-isometrically

embedded in X̃. Let T � A be a spanning tree and T 1 � X a spanning tree extending
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T . If there exist normal forms of the required form for the combinatorial complex

obtained from X by contracting T to a point, then we may extend these to normal

forms of the required form for X. So without loss, assume that X has a single vertex.

Fix a vertex x P Ãp0q. We inductively define sets Pi as follows: P0 � txu and

Pi�1 is obtained from Pi by adding π1pAq orbit representatives of the vertices p such

that, for some p1 P Pi, we have

dpx, pq � dpx, p1q � 1 � dpx, p1q � dpp1, pq � dpÃ, pq .

Then we can see that π1pAq � Pi consists of all vertices at distance precisely i from Ã

and contains each vertex precisely once. Similarly to the construction of the sets Pi,

we may inductively define a map:

ηi : Pi Ñ IpXq

as follows. The map η0 simply sends x to the constant path. So assume we have

defined ηi and we want to define ηi�1. For each p P Pi�1, choose a neighbouring

vertex p1 P Pi and define ηi�1ppq � ηipp
1q � e where e P EpXq is an edge connecting

p1 with p.

Let us first assume that A is a point. Then for all p P
�
iPN Pi, define

ηpx, pq � ηdpx,pqppq. Extending π1pXq-equivariantly, we obtain quasi-geodesic prefix-

closed normal forms relative to x.

Now suppose that A is not a point. By the above, we may construct π1pAq-

equivariant quasi-geodesic prefix-closed normal forms for Ã, relative to a point. For

each a P π1pAq, we define ηpx, a � pq to be the concatenation of the normal form for

Ã joining x with a � x and the path a � ηdpx,pqpx, pq. Since Ã is quasi-isometrically

embedded in X̃, these paths are always quasi-geodesics. Furthermore, they are

prefix-closed. By extending π1pXq-equivariantly, we obtain normal forms for X that

are quasi-geodesic prefix-closed relative to Ã.

4.2 Graph of spaces normal forms

For simplicity, we only discuss normal forms for graphs of spaces with underlying

graph containing a single vertex and a single edge. However, the construction is

essentially the same for any graph.

Let X � pΓ, tXu, tCu, B�q be a graph of spaces where Γ consists of a single

vertex and a single edge, X and C are combinatorial 2-complexes and B� are

inclusions of subcomplexes. Denote by A � ImpB�q and B � ImpB�q. We may
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orient the vertical edges so that they go from the subcomplex A to the subcomplex

B. When it is clear from context which path we mean, we will abuse notation and

write tk for all k ¥ 0, to denote a path that follows k vertical edges consecutively,

respecting this orientation. We will write t�k for all k ¥ 0, for the path that follows

k vertical edges in the opposite direction. Since B� are embeddings, these paths are

uniquely defined given an initial vertex.

The universal cover X̃X Ñ XX also has a graph of spaces structure with

underlying graph the Bass-Serre tree of the associated splitting, the vertex spaces

are copies of the universal cover X̃, the edge spaces are copies of the universal cover

C̃ and the edge maps are π1pXq-translates of lifts B̃
� : C̃ Ñ X̃ of the maps B�. We

will denote by X̃ the underlying graph of spaces so that XX̃ � X̃X . Every path

c P I
�
XX̃

�
can be uniquely factorised:

c � c0 � t
ϵ1 � c1 � ... � t

ϵn � cn ,

with ϵi � �1 and where each ci is supported in some copy of X̃. Note that each ci

can be the empty path. We say c is reduced if there are no two subpaths ci, cj , with

i � j, that are both supported in the same copy of X̃ in XX̃ . In other words, the

path ṽ � c is immersed, where ṽ : X̃X Ñ T is the vertical map to the Bass-Serre tree

T .

A vertical square in X̃X is a 2-cell with boundary path e � tϵ � f � t�ϵ where

e and f are edges in two different copies of X̃. We will call the paths e � tϵ, tϵ � f ,

f � t�ϵ, t�ϵ � e and their inverses, corners of this square. We may pair up each corner

so that their concatenation forms the boundary path of the square. In this way, each

corner exhibits a vertical homotopy to the opposing corner it is paired up with. For

instance, there is a vertical homotopy through the square between tϵ � f̄ and e � tϵ.

Now let

ηÃ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q ,

ηB̃ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q

be π1pXq-equivariant normal forms relative to Ã and B̃ respectively. Since these are

π1pXq-equivariant, it is not important which lift of Ã and B̃ we choose. Let

ηX̃ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q ,

be a π1pXq-equivariant normal form for X̃. From this data, we may define normal
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forms for XX̃ as follows. We say a normal form

η : X
p0q

X̃ �X
p0q

X̃ Ñ I
�
XX̃

�
is a graph of spaces normal form, induced by

�
tηX̃u, tηÃ, ηB̃u

�
, if the following holds

for all c � c0 � t
ϵ1 � c1 � ... � t

ϵn � cn P Impηq:

1. c0 � ηX̃popc0q, tpc0qq.

2. If ϵi � 1 then ci � ηB̃popciq, tpciqq. Furthermore, if e is the first edge ci traverses,

then t � e does not form a corner of a vertical square.

3. If ϵi � �1 then ci � ηÃpopciq, tpciqq. Furthermore, if e is the first edge ci

traverses, then t�1 � e does not form a corner of a vertical square.

Our definition of graph of spaces normal form and the following theorem are the

topological translations of the algebraic definition and normal form theorem [LS01,

Chapter IV, Section 2].

Theorem 4.2.1. If ηÃ, ηB̃ and ηX̃ are as above, there is a unique graph of spaces

normal form η, induced by
�
tηX̃u, tηÃ, ηB̃u

�
. Moreover, the following are satisfied:

1. η is π1pXX q-equivariant,

2. the action of π1pXq on η and ηX̃ coincide,

3. if ηX̃ , ηÃ and ηB̃ are prefix-closed, then so is η.

Now suppose further that the horizontal map h : XX Ñ HX is a homotopy

equivalence (see Proposition 2.6.2). Let s : H
p0q
X ãÑ X

p0q
X be a section and let

s̃ : HX̃ Ñ XX̃ be a lift of s, extended π1pXq-equivariantly. Then, given graph of

space normal forms η : X
p0q
X �X

p0q
X Ñ IpXX q, we may define normal forms

µ : H
p0q

X̃ �H
p0q

X̃ Ñ I
�
HX̃

�
,

by setting:

µpp, qq � h � ηps̃ppq, s̃pqqq .

We call normal forms obtained in such a way, collapsed graph of spaces normal forms.

These normal forms will be important for the proof of Theorem 4.3.1.
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4.2.1 Quasi-geodesic normal forms for graphs of hyperbolic spaces

The following result can be thought of as a refinement of [Kap01, Corollary 1.1]. We

make use of Theorem 2.1.1.

Theorem 4.2.2. Let X � pΓ, tXu, tCu, tB�uq be a graph of spaces with Γ consisting

of a single vertex and edge. Let ηÃ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q, ηB̃ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q

and ηX̃ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q be the graph of spaces normal forms induced by�
tηX̃u, tηÃ, ηB̃u

�
. Suppose that the following are satisfied:

1. X̃p1q is hyperbolic with the path metric,

2. π1pXX q acts acylindrically on the Bass-Serre tree T ,

3. ηÃ, ηB̃ and ηX̃ are prefix-closed quasi-geodesic normal forms.

Then the graph of spaces normal form induced by
�
tηX̃u, tηÃ, ηB̃u

�
:

η : X̃
p0q
X � X̃

p0q
X Ñ IpX̃X q

is prefix-closed and quasi-geodesic.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6.6, we have that X̃X is δ-hyperbolic and X̃ ãÑ XX̃ is a

quasi-isometric embedding. Thus, there is a constant K ¥ 1 such that the images of

ηÃ, ηB̃ and ηX̃ are K-quasi-geodesics in X̃X . Now let x, y P X̃
p0q
X be any two points

and γ a geodesic connecting them. We may factorise this geodesic

γ � γ0 � t
ϵ1 � γ1 � ... � t

ϵk � γk ,

such that ϵi � �1, each γi is path homotopic into a copy of X̃ and there is no

subpath γi � t
ϵi�1 � ... � γj with i   j that is path homotopic into some copy of X̃.

If ρ P IpX̃X q, we write X̃ρ to denote the copy of X̃ in X̃X that ρ ends in. When it

makes sense, we do the same for Ã and B̃. This is well defined since all the π1pXX q

translates of these subcomplexes are disjoint or equal.

Let p P X̃
p0q
γ , let α be a geodesic connecting y with p and let β be a geodesic

connecting opγkq with p. Denoting by L � δ �M � 1, we claim that

|ηx,p| ¤ Kpk � 1q pkL� |γ| � |α|q ,

where M �MpK, δq is the maximal Hausdorff distance of all ηX̃ , ηÃ and ηB̃ normal

forms from their respective geodesics in X̃X .
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The proof is by induction on k. First suppose that k � 0. We will write

� to mean path homotopic. Since β � γk � α and opβq, tpβq P X̃γ , we get that

ηpx, pq � ηX̃px, pq is actually a K-quasi-geodesic path. This establishes the base

case.

Now suppose it is true for all i   k. Suppose ϵk � �1, the other case is the

same. Let β1 � ηÃpopγkq, pq � a � c where a � Ãγ�γ̄k and the first edge of c is not in

Ãγ�γ̄k . By assumption, c is a K-quasi-geodesic. Hence there is a point q P β such

that dptpaq, qq ¤ M . But then since β Y α Y γk forms a geodesic triangle, there is

a point z P αY γk such that dptpaq, zq ¤ L. We may now divide into two subcases:

either z P α or z P γk.

First suppose z is a vertex traversed by α, see Figure 4.1. It follows that

dpopaq, tpaqq ¤ |γk|� L� |α| ,

|c| ¤ KpL� |α|q .

Since a is supported in a copy of Ã, the path t�1 � a may be homotoped through

vertical squares to a path b � t�1, where b is supported in B̃γ�γ̄k�t. Let α1 be the

geodesic connecting opbq to tpbq. We have

∣∣α1∣∣ ¤ dpopaq, tpaqq � 2 ¤ |γk|� L� |α|� 2 .

Let tpα1q � p1. By definition of graph of space normal forms we have

ηx,p � ηx,p1 � t
�1 � c .

Hence, we may apply the inductive hypothesis with γ0 � t
ϵ1 � ... � γk�1 playing the

role of γ and α1 playing the role of α. Putting everything together, we obtain the

following inequality:

|ηx,p| ¤Kk
�
pk � 1qL� |γ0 � t

ϵ1 � ... � γk�1| � |α1|
�
� |c| � 1

¤Kk ppk � 1qL� |γ| � L� |α| � 1q �KpL� |α|q � 1

¤Kpk � 1q pkL� |γ| � |α|q .

Now we deal with the other case, see Figure 4.2. If z is a vertex traversed by γk,

then

dpopaq, tpaqq ¤ dpopγkq, zq � L ,

|c| ¤ KpL� dpz, tpγqq � |α|q .
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Just as before, we may define the paths b and α1. We have

|α1| ¤ dpopaq, tpaqq � 2 ¤ dpopγkq, zq � L� 2 .

So we apply the inductive hypothesis again:

|ηx,p| ¤Kkppk � 1qL� |γ0 � t
ϵ1 � ... � γk�1| � dpopγkq, zq � L� 2q

�KpL� dpz, tpγqq � |α|q � 1

¤Kpk � 1q pkL� |γ| � |α|q .

This concludes the proof of the claim.

Consider the polynomial function f : NÑ R given by

fpnq � pKq2npn� 1q pL� 1q .

We have shown that for all x, y P X̃
p0q
X , we have |ηx,y| ¤ fpdpx, yqq{K. We now want

to show that the graph of spaces normal forms are actually f -quasi-geodesics.

Let h � h0 � t
ϵ1 � h1 � ... � t

ϵk � hk P Impηq be a normal form and let h1 �

h1i � t
ϵi�1 � hi�1 � ... � t

ϵj � h1j be a subpath of h. Then we have that

ηoph1q,tph1q � ηoph1iq,tph1iq � t
ϵi�1 � hi�1 � ... � t

ϵj � h1j

is the corresponding normal form since ηÃ, ηB̃ and ηX̃ are prefix closed. We showed

that: ∣∣ηoph1q,tph1q∣∣ ¤ fpdpoph1q, tph1qqq

K

and so we know that

|h1| � |ηoph1q,tph1q| � |ηoph1iq,tph1iq| � |h1i|

¤ K|ηoph1q,tph1q|

¤ fpdpoph1q, tph1qqq .

By Theorem 2.1.1, it follows that there is some constant K 1 � K 1pfq such that η is

a K 1-quasi-geodesic normal form.
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Figure 4.1: First case, z P α.

Figure 4.2: Second case, z P γk.

4.3 Quasi-convex Magnus subcomplexes

In order to prove that one-relator groups with torsion have quasi-convex (one-relator)

hierarchies, Wise showed in [Wis21, Lemma 19.8] that their Magnus subgroups are

quasi-convex. When the torsion assumption is dropped, this is certainly no longer

true. However, under additional hypotheses, we may recover quasi-convexity of

Magnus subgroups.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex, p : Y Ñ X a cyclic cover

and Z P TDppq a finite one-relator tree domain. Suppose further that the following

hold:

1. π1pXq is hyperbolic,

2. π1pCq is quasi-convex in π1pXq for all connected subcomplexes C � Z

Then π1pCq is quasi-convex in π1pXq for all connected subcomplexes C � X.

Proof. Let C � X be a connected subcomplex. Denote by Z � pΛ, λ̃q. We may

assume that C is a Magnus subcomplex and that EpCq � EpΓq � tfu with f non

separating.

Now let T � X be a spanning tree not containing f . After choosing a lift of

T in Y as in Section 3.2.1, since Z is a subcomplex of Y , we have that each edge in
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EpZq is of the form ei where e P EpΓq and i is an integer. Denote by me the smallest

integer such that eme is traversed by λ̃, and by Me the largest (as in the proof of

Proposition 3.2.7). We have two cases to consider.

Case 1. For all fi P EpΛq, we have that mf ¤ i ¤ Mf and fi is non

separating in Λ.

The action of Deckppq on Y gives us a graph of spaces X � pS1, tZu, tZ X 1 �

Zu, tB�uq as in Proposition 3.1.4. Moreover, we have have a map

h : XX Ñ X

that is a homotopy equivalence obtained by collapsing the edge space onto the vertex

space as in Proposition 2.6.2. This lifts to a map in the universal covers:

h̃ : XX̃ Ñ X̃.

Denote by A,B � Z the Magnus subcomplexes that are the images of B�. That is,

A � p�1q � pZ X 1 � Zq and B � Z X 1 � Z.

Denote by A1 � Λ� fMf
and B1 � Λ� fmf . These are Magnus subcomplexes

containing A and B respectively. In particular, p�1pCqXZ � A1XB1. By Proposition

4.1.4, there are prefix-closed, quasi-geodesic, π1pZq-equivariant normal forms ηÃ, ηB̃
for Z̃, relative to Ã1 and B̃1 respectively. By the Freiheitssatz, these are also normal

forms relative to Ã and B̃ so that we may apply Theorem 4.2.1 to obtain unique

prefix-closed π1pXX q-equivariant graph of spaces normal forms η for XX̃ , induced

by
� 
ηÃ

(
,
 
ηÃ, ηB̃

(�
. By Theorems 2.6.5 and 4.2.2, η is also quasi-geodesic.

So now let s : Xp0q Ñ Zp0q be a section. This section, along with the

graph of spaces normal forms η, induce collapsed graph of spaces normal forms

µ : X̃p0q � X̃p0q Ñ IpX̃q as in Section 4.2. By construction, since η was prefix-closed,

quasi-geodesic and π1pXq-equivariant, then so is µ. We now show that µ is a normal

form relative to C̃, from which the result in this case will follow.

Let c � c0 � t
ϵ1 �c1 � ...� t

ϵn �cn be a path in XX̃ such that each ci is supported

in lifts of p�1pCq X Z. Note that each ci is supported in lifts of A1 XB1. Thus, up

to homotoping one corner of vertical squares tϵi � c1i to another c2i � t
ϵi , this path is

actually in normal form by construction. These vertical homotopies do not change

the image of the path in X̃. Therefore, µp,q is supported in C̃ if p, q are in the same

C̃ component.

Now let c � c0 � t
ϵ1 � c1 � ... � t

ϵn � cn and d � d0 � t
ν1 � d1 � ... � t

νk � dk be

normal form paths in XX̃ such that the origins of c and d are contained in the same

copy of C̃ and their endpoints coincide. We want to show that, up to removing
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backtracking, the path c � d̄ projects to a path supported in C̃ � X̃. Note that c � d̄

is homotopic to the path ηcp0q,dp0q that projects to C̃. Hence, unless c � d̄ already

projects to C̃, we must have that ϵn � �νk and cn � d̄k is supported in some Ã1

or B̃1 component, depending upon the sign of ϵn and up to removing backtracking.

Then, by homotoping tϵn � cn � d̄k � t
�νk through vertical squares, we obtain a new

path c1n � d̄
1
k that projects to the same path in X̃. By taking this reasoning forward

until no more such vertical homotopies may be performed, we obtain a path that

is supported in the preimage of C̃. Therefore we may conclude that µ � ηC̃ is a

normal form relative to C̃. Thus, since µ was a quasi-geodesic normal form, π1pCq

is quasi-convex in π1pXq.

Case 2. There is some fi P EpΛq such that either i   mf , or i ¡Mf , or fi

is separating in Λ.

Let X 1 be the one-relator complex obtained from X by adding a single edge,

d. Thus, we have π1pX
1q � π1pXq � xxy. If ϕ : π1pXq Ñ Z is the epimorphism

inducing p, denote by ϕ1 : π1pX
1q Ñ Z the epimorphism such that ϕ1 | π1pXq � ϕ

and ϕ1pxq � 1. Let Z2 � Z be the subcomplex obtained from Z by removing each fi

with i   mf or i ¡ Mf . If p1 : Y 1 Ñ X 1 is the cyclic cover induced by ϕ1, then Z2

lifts to Y 1. Moreover, for appropriately chosen integers k ¤ l, we see that

pΛ1, λ̃1q � Z 1 � Z2 Y

�
l¤

i�k

di

�

is a one-relator tree domain for p1. By construction, for all fi P EpΛ
1q, we have that

mf ¤ i ¤Mf and that fi is non separating in Λ1. Moreover:

π1pZ
1q �

k�l
�
i�0

π1pAiq
xi ,

where each Ai is a (possible empty) subcomplex of Z. By hypothesis, π1pA
1q is

quasi-convex in π1pX
1q for all subcomplexes A1 � Z 1. By the proof of the first

case, we see that π1pCq is quasi-convex in π1pX
1q. But then π1pCq must also be

quasi-convex in π1pXq and we are done.

Corollary 4.3.2. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex. Suppose that π1pXq

is hyperbolic and X admits a quasi-convex one-relator hierarchy. Then π1pAq is

quasi-convex in π1pXq for all subcomplexes A � X.

Proof. The proof is by induction on hierarchy length. The base case is clear. Propo-

sition 2.6.5 and Theorems 2.6.6 and 4.3.1 handle the inductive step.
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4.4 Quasi-convex one-relator hierarchies

We conclude this chapter with the first part of our main hierarchy equivalence result,

Theorem 7.1.2.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let X be a one-relator complex and let XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X

be a one-relator hierarchy. The following are equivalent:

1. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is a quasi-convex hierarchy and π1pXq is hyperbolic,

2. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is an acylindrical hierarchy.

Moreover, if either of the above is satisfied, then π1pXq is virtually special and π1pAq

is quasi-convex in π1pXq for any subcomplex A � Xi.

Proof. If π1pXq is hyperbolic, then π1pXiq is hyperbolic for all i by [Ger96, Corollary

7.8]. Then the fact that (1) implies (2) is Proposition 2.6.5.

So let us show that (2) implies (1). The proof is by induction. Clearly XN

is hyperbolic and each subcomplex of XN has quasi-convex fundamental group. So

now suppose that the result is true for XN í ...í X1. By Corollary 4.3.2, Ã1 and

B̃1 quasi-isometrically embed in X̃1. By Theorem 2.6.6, π1pXq is hyperbolic and Ã1

and B̃1 quasi-isometrically embed in X̃.

Virtual specialness is [Wis21, Theorem 13.3]. The fact that π1pAq is quasi-

convex in π1pXq for any subcomplex A � Xi follows from Corollary 4.3.2.

Remark 4.4.2. In [Kap01] it is remarked that one-relator groups with torsion

have acylindrical one-relator hierarchies. Thus, Theorem 4.4.1 also encompasses the

torsion case, proved by Wise [Wis21].
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Chapter 5

Exceptional intersection groups

The interactions between Magnus subgroups of one-relator groups are well understood.

The following is [Col04, Theorem 2].

Theorem 5.0.1. Let F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group and suppose Σ � A\B\C.

If xA,By and xB,Cy are Magnus subgroups, then one of the following holds:

1. xA,By X xB,Cy � xBy,

2. xA,By X xB,Cy � xBy � Z.

We say xA,By and xB,Cy have exceptional intersection if the latter situation

occurs.

Definition 5.0.2. A one-relator group G is an exceptional intersection group if,

for some one-relator presentation of G, it has a pair of Magnus subgroups with

exceptional intersection.

The following result appears as [Col04, Corollary 2.3].

Corollary 5.0.3. Exceptional intersection groups are torsion-free.

By Theorem 2.4.4, it follows that exceptional intersection groups have non-

positive immersions. The aim of this chapter is to characterise when exceptional

intersection groups have negative immersions; see Theorem 5.2.8.

5.1 Primitive exceptional intersection groups

In this section, we introduce primitive exceptional intersection groups and show that

they have negative immersions.
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Let F pA,B,Cq be a free group, freely generated by disjoint sets A,B,C. Let

p{q P Q¡0 and let:

x P xA,By � xBy ,

y P xB,Cy � xBy .

Then we call prp{qpx, yq a primitive exceptional intersection word of the first type if

the following hold:

1. txxy, xyyu is a malnormal family,

2. if p{q � 1, then there is no a P xA,By � xBy, c P xB,Cy � xBy such that

pr1px, yq � pr1pa, cq and txay, xcyu is not a malnormal family.

By definition, we see that xx, yy is an infinite cyclic subgroup ofG � F pA,B,Cq{xxwyy

where w � prp{qpx, yq. We find that G has the following exceptional intersection:

xA,By X xB,Cy �G xBy � xxpy � xBy � xy�qy .

The following example demonstrates why we require the second condition in the

definition.

Example 5.1.1. Consider the word pr1pa
2b�1, bc2q P F pa, b, cq. Although the

subgroups txa2b�1y, xbc2yu form a malnormal family, we have

pr1pa
2b�1, bc2q � pr1pa

2, c2q � a2c2 ,

where txa2y, xc2yu is not a malnormal family. Hence, pr1pa
2b�1, bc2q is not a primitive

exceptional intersection word of the first type.

Now let z P xBy � 1. We call prp{qpxy, zq a primitive exceptional intersection

word of the second type if the following hold:

1. xzy is malnormal,

2. if p{q � 1{k, then there is no a P xA,By � xBy, c P xB,Cy � xBy such that

pr1{kpxy, zq � pr1pa, cq and txay, xcyu is not a malnormal family.

By definition, we see that xxy, zy is an infinite cyclic subgroup ofG � F pA,B,Cq{xxwyy,

where w � prp{qpxy, zq. Hence, pxyq
�1zpxyq �G z and we find that G has the follow-

ing exceptional intersection:

xA,By X xB,Cy �G xBy � xx�1zxy � xBy � xyzy�1y .
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A word w P F pA,B,Cq is a primitive exceptional intersection word if w is

conjugate to a primitive exceptional intersection word of the first or second type.

Definition 5.1.2. A group G is a primitive exceptional intersection group if G �

F pΣq{xxwyy where w is a primitive exceptional intersection word.

Example 5.1.3. Consider the word pr1{kpa
2b2c2, bq � a2b2c2bk P F pa, b, cq. Al-

though this is equal to pr1pa
2b2�k, b�kc2bkq where xb�kc2bky is not malnormal, it

is also equal to the word pr1{2pa
2b2�k, b�kcbkq which is a primitive exceptional

intersection word of the first type. Thus

G � F pa, b, cq{xxa2b2c2bkyy

is a primitive exceptional intersection group for all k ¥ 1.

The proof of the following theorem is rather involved and will take up the

remainder of this section.

Theorem 5.1.4. Primitive exceptional intersection groups have negative immersions.

Proof. If G is a primitive exceptional intersection group, then there is a free group

F pA,B,Cq, a rational number p{q P Q¡0, and elements:

x P xA,By � xBy ,

y P xB,Cy � xBy ,

z P xBy � 1 ,

such that G � F pA,B,Cq{xxwyy where one of the following holds:

1. w � prp{qpx, yq is a primitive exceptional intersection word of the first type,

2. w � prp{qpxy, zq is a primitive exceptional intersection word of the second type.

Let us assume for sake of contradiction that G does not have negative immersions.

Then by Corollary 5.0.3 and Theorem 2.4.5, πpwq � 2. We will handle only the first

case in full detail as the two cases are very similar.

Let X � p∆, ωq be the one-relator presentation complex for xA,B,C | wy.

The edges of ∆ will be given labels according to the generators they correspond

to and can be partitioned into A-edges, B-edges and C-edges. By Theorem 2.3.7,

the w-subgroup of π1pXq is represented by an immersion of one-relator complexes

Qí X where Q � pΛ, λq and χpQq � 0. Now let Γí ∆ be the graph immersion

of core graphs representing xx, yy   π1p∆q. Then there is a lift γ : S1
í Γ of ω,
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making Z � pΓ, γq a one-relator complex, immersing into X. Note that Γ and Λ are

core graphs.

Lemma 5.1.5. There is some connected component Θ � CorepΓ�∆ Λq such that

Θ � S1 and λ � pΛ | Θ.

Proof. By [Ken09, Theorem 1], either χpCorepΓ�∆Λqq � 0, or rkpxπ1pΛq, π1pΓq
gyq �

2 for some g P π1p∆q. In the first case, we must have that λ factors through some

component Θ � CorepΓ�∆ Λq. Since X has non-positive immersions, ω and λ are

primitive by Theorem 2.4.4 and we are done.

Now suppose that rkpxπ1pΛq, π1pΓq
gyq � 2. We claim that Z factors through

Q. Since π1pΛq is a w-subgroup for ω, Γ must factor through Λ. Since π1pQq is not

free, Q cannot have a free face. Thus, by [LW17, Theorem 1.2], Λ �∆ S1, where

the factor on the right is given by λ, must consist of a single cycle of degree one as

χpΛq � �1. If Γ factors through Λ, then the cycle

S1
ω
í Γí Λ ,

must be equal to λ. Hence, Z must actually factor through Q. We split the remainder

of the proof into two parts, according to whether w is of the first or second type.

Suppose that w is of the first type. Then since Z factors through Q, there

must be loops based at the same vertex in Λ with labels x and y, covering Λ. Since

a path labelled by x cannot traverse any C-edges and a path labelled by y cannot

traverse any A-edges, it follows that there is a decomposition Qp1q � Q1 YQ2 where

χpQ1q, χpQ2q � 0 and Q1 only contains A-edges and B-edges and Q2 only contains

B-edges and C-edges. Moreover, the path labelled by x is supported in Q1 and the

path labelled by y is supported in Q2. If Q1 X Q2 is connected, then since x and

y are not proper powers by assumption, it follows that π1pQq � xx, yy. But this

contradicts the fact that π1pQq is not free. If Q1XQ2 is not connected, then x would

be conjugate to y�1, contradicting malnormality of txxy, xyyu.

Now suppose that w is of the second type. Since Z factors through Q, there

must be loops based at the same vertex in Λ with labels xy and z, covering Λ. Since z

only traverses B-edges, it follows that there is a decomposition Qp1q � Q1YQ2YQ3

where χpQ1q � 0, Q1 only contains B-edges, χpQ2q � χpQ3q � 1, Q2 only contains

A-edges and B-edges and Q3 only contains B-edges and C-edges. Moreover, z is

supported in Q1, x is supported in Q1 YQ2 and y is supported in Q1 YQ3. Since z

is not a proper power by assumption, it follows that π1pQq � xxy, zy, contradicting

the assumption that π1pQq was not free.
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We will make use of the following factorisations of x and y:

x � b1 � x
�1
1 � x2 � x1 � b2 ,

y � b3 � y
�1
1 � y2 � y1 � b4 ,

as freely reduced words, where b1, b2, b3, b4 P xBy, x
�1
1 � x2 � x1 and y�1

1 � y2 � y1 do not

begin or end with a B-letter and x2 and y2 are cyclically reduced.

If n ¥ 1, denote by un the free reduction of x�1
1 x2x1pb2b1x

�1
1 x2x1q

n�1. Simi-

larly, denote by vn the free reduction of y�1
1 y2y1pb4b3y

�1
1 y2y1q

n�1.

Lemma 5.1.6. Let n ¥ 1 and let α : I í Λ be a path labelled by un or vn. Then α

must traverse a vertex of degree at least three, other than at its endpoints.

Proof. We shall prove the result for un as the other case is identical. Firstly, we

show that Γ supports precisely one path with label un. By definition, Γ has at least

one, so let us suppose that there are two paths in Γ with label un. Recall that

π1pΓq � xx, yy. Since un begins and ends with an A-letter and does not contain any

C-letters, it follows that:

1. if b2b1 � 1 or b2b1 � x1 � 1, then un must be a subword of un�1 that is not a

prefix or a suffix, or un is a subword of u�1
n�1,

2. if b2b1 � 1 and x1 � 1, then un must be a subword of u�1
m for some m ¡ n.

Since xxy is malnormal, x is not a proper power. The first situation cannot happen

by Lemma 2.2.2. The second situation cannot happen by Lemma 2.2.1.

Now, since there is precisely one path in Γ with label un, there can be at

most one lift of α to CorepΓ �∆ Λq by definition of the fibre product graph. If α

does not traverse vertices of degree three or more, except possibly at its endpoints,

then it must factor through any cycle in Λ whose image shares an edge with the

image of α. Since α is injective on edges, any edge in the image of α has at most one

preimage in EpCorepΓ�∆ Λqq. So by Lemma 5.1.5, λ traverses some edge precisely

once. But then Q must have a free face and so cannot represent a w-subgroup.

We now use Lemma 5.1.6 to derive a contradiction to the definitions of

primitive exceptional intersection words. Let α : I í Λ be a path satisfying the

following:

1. α factors through λ,

2. α is labelled by un for some n ¡ 0,
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3. there is no path α1 : I í Λ, strictly extending α and satisfying the above.

We similarly define β : I í Λ, replacing un with vn. Such paths exist by definition

of w.

By Lemma 5.1.6, α and β must traverse a vertex of degree at least three,

away from their endpoints. Now the idea is to use this fact to divide Λ according to

where α or β are supported. Since α does not traverse any C-edges and β does not

traverse any A-edges, they will block each other from traversing certain regions of Λ.

Since χpΛq � �1, and Λ is a core graph, we only have three topologically

distinct cases to consider:

1. Λ is a rose graph, see Figure 5.1,

2. Λ is a theta graph, see Figure 5.2,

3. Λ is a spectacles graph, see Figure 5.4.

Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4 contain all the different cases, up to symmetry. Before

proceeding with the case analysis, we briefly explain the diagrams. The red regions

indicate sections that α traverses and must contain an A-edge; β cannot traverse any

edge in a red region. The blue regions indicate sections that β traverses and must

contain a C-edge; α cannot traverse any edge in a blue region. The yellow regions

indicate sections that α or β or both α and β traverse. In any case, the yellow regions

must only contain B-edges, but are allowed to have length zero when this does not

change the topology of the underlying graph. The black regions indicate sections

that are not traversed by either α or β and are also allowed to have length zero when

this does not change the topology of the underlying graph. The red vertices and

blue vertices indicate the start and endpoints of α and β respectively.

Topologically, in each graph there can be at most three edges. The path α

must leave one of these edges by Lemma 5.1.6 and re-enter another edge, leaving

enough space for β to do the same elsewhere. Given these constraints, the reader

should check that these are indeed all the cases to consider.

Case 1. We handle this case more in detail than the others as the arguments

are mostly identical. We have three subcases to consider, according to Figure 5.1.

Suppose we are in the situation of the first subdiagram. When λ traverses a

red segment from a red vertex, it must then be followed by the other red segment.

Otherwise we would obtain a contradiction to Lemma 5.1.6. Similarly for the blue

segments. Thus, since λ is primitive, it must traverse each edge precisely once. Hence,

Q would have a free face which is a contradiction.
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Figure 5.1: Rose graph cases.

Now consider the second subdiagram. Any (maximal) un labelled path must

begin at one red vertex and end at the other red vertex. Similarly for the vn labelled

paths. But this then implies that only one power of x and one power of y appears in

w. Thus, if w is of the first type, then it must be equal to xy. If w is of the second

type, it must be equal to xyzi for some i ¥ 1. By Lemma 5.1.6, λ must traverse

both loops at least twice. We may now deduce that there exist elements:

a P xA,By � xBy ,

b P xBy � 1 ,

c P xB,Cy � xBy ,

such that w � pab�1qpbcq and that πpaq, πpcq � 1. Hence, txay, xcyu is not a

malnormal family, contradicting our assumptions on w.

Let us move onto the third subdiagram. Similarly to the second subcase, we

see that if w is of the first type, it must be equal to xy and if w is of the second type,

it must be equal to xyzi for some i ¥ 1. From the diagram we may now deduce that

there exist elements:

a P xA,By � xBy ,

b P xBy ,

c P xB,Cy � xBy ,

such that w � pab�1qpbcq and that xayg X xcy � 1 for some g P F pA,B,Cq. Hence,

txay, xcyu is not a malnormal family, contradicting our assumptions on w. It follows
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Figure 5.2: Theta graph cases.

that Λ cannot be a rose graph.

Case 2. Consider the first subdiagram in Figure 5.2. By collapsing the yellow

edge, we see that we may handle this case in the same way as the first subcase of

the rose case. Similarly, we may reduce the second and third subcases to the second

and third subcases of the rose case.

So now let us consider the new cases appearing in the fourth and fifth

subdiagrams. Now if b2b1 � 1 and α was labelled by un with n ¥ 2, then we would

have that Λ would support a path labelled by u1 that does not traverse a vertex of

degree at least three, away from its endpoints. But this contradicts Lemma 5.1.6.

So if b2b1 � 1 and n � 1, then there can be no other um-labelled path beginning or

ending at a red vertex as Λí ∆ is an immersion. This would imply that there can

be no other um-labelled paths in Λ for any m ¥ 1 and so λ traverses the red segments

only once by Lemma 5.1.5. Hence, Q would have a free face, a contradiction. So

now we may assume that b2b1 � 1. By a symmetric argument, we may assume that

b4b3 � 1. Similarly, we must have x1, y1 � 1. As before, there must be at least

one other path α1 : I í Λ labelled by um for some m ¥ 1. We may assume that
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Figure 5.3: Extra theta cases.

Figure 5.4: Spectacles graph cases.

α1 is maximal. We see that α and α1 must traverse a common segment. We now

have two subcases to consider, up to symmetry, depending on whether α and α1

traverse a common segment in the same direction or the opposite direction. See

Figure 5.3. In either case, there can only be one lift of the segment with label xm2 x1

to CorepΓ�∆Λq for the following reason: the projection of any loop in CorepΓ�∆Λq

traversing the segment labelled xm2 x1, must then traverse a blue segment labelled by

y�1
1 yk2 for some k ¥ 0. Since there is only one path in Γ with this label, there can be

only one lift of these segments to CorepΓ�∆ Λq. Now Lemma 5.1.5 tells us that Q

has a free face. It follows that Λ cannot be a theta graph.

Case 3. The first subdiagram in Figure 5.4 is analogous to the first subdia-

gram of the rose case. The second, third and fourth subdiagrams are analogous to

the second subdiagram of the rose case. The fifth subdiagram is analogous to the

third subdiagram of the rose case. Hence, Λ cannot be a spectacles graph.

Now we may conclude that G has no w-subgroups of rank two and hence,

must have negative immersions.
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5.2 The general case

In this section, we show that primitive exceptional intersection groups are the only

exceptional intersection groups which have negative immersions. Moreover, we show

that exceptional intersection groups that do not have negative immersions, must

contain a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup.

Theorem 5.0.1 was generalised to one-relator products in [How05]. As a

consequence, we have the following strengthening of Theorem 5.0.1, appearing

as [How05, Theorem C].

Theorem 5.2.1. Let F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group and suppose Σ � A\B\C.

If xA,By and xB,Cy are Magnus subgroups with exceptional intersection, then there

is a monomorphism of free groups

ι : F pa, cq ãÑ F pΣq ,

with the following properties. There is some r P F pa, cq with ιprq conjugate to w and

some m,n � 0, such that one of the following holds:

1. am � cn in F pa, cq{xxryy with ιpaq � x, ιpcq � y and

x P xA,By � xBy ,

y P xB,Cy � xBy .

2. acma�1 � cn in F pa, cq{xxryy with ιpaq � xy, ιpcq � z and

x P xA,By � xBy ,

y P xB,Cy � xBy ,

z P xBy � 1 .

Using this result and the algorithm to compute the centre of a one-relator

group from [Bau67b], Howie also showed that a generating set for the intersection of

given Magnus subgroups is computable [How05, Theorem E].

In the discussion following [Col04, Theorem 4], Collins points out the following.

Corollary 5.2.2. Assume the notation of Theorem 5.2.1 and suppose that we are in

the first case. Denote by

H � xBy � F pa, cq{xxryy .
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Then we have:

G � xA,By �
xB,ιpaqy�xB,ay

H �
xB,cy�xB,ιpcqy

xB,Cy .

Corollary 5.2.3. Assume the notation of Theorem 5.2.1 and suppose that we are in

the second case. Let ιpaq � x � y where x P xA,By � xBy and y P xB,Cy � xBy and

denote by

H � xBy �
xιpcqy�xcy

F pa, cq{xxryy �
xay�xdey

F pd, eq .

Then we have:

G � xA,By �
xB,xy�xB,dy

H �
xB,ey�xB,yy

xB,Cy .

Remark 5.2.4. There is a minor typographical error in the splitting provided by

Collins for the second case. Corollary 5.2.3 is the corrected version.

The following follows directly from Corollaries 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

Corollary 5.2.5. Assume the notation of Theorem 5.2.1. The monomorphism ι

descends to a monomorphism of one-relator groups:

ῑ : F pa, cq{xxryy ãÑ F pΣq{xxwyy .

Theorem 5.2.1, coupled with Corollary 5.2.5, finds us two-generator one-

relator subgroups of exceptional intersection groups. We now characterise precisely

what these subgroups can be.

Lemma 5.2.6. Let H � F pa, cq{xxryy be torsion-free such that am � cn in H for

some m,n � 0. Then one of the following hold:

1. r P F pa, cq is primitive and so H � Z,

2. H is non-cyclic with non-trivial centre.

Proof. Note that H has non-trivial centre as xamy is an infinite subgroup contained

in the centre. By [LS01, Chapter II Proposition 5.11], H is cyclic if and only if r is

primitive.

Lemma 5.2.7. Let H � F pa, cq{xxryy be torsion-free such that a�1cma � cn in H

for some m,n � 0. Then one of the following hold:

1. r P F pa, cq is primitive and so H � Z,

2. H is non-cyclic with non-trivial centre,
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3. r or r�1 is conjugate to prp{qpc
�1, a�1caq for some p{q P Q¡0 and so H �

BSpp, qq.

4. r or r�1 is conjugate in F pa, cq to an element r1 P xc, a�1cay such that

xc, a�1cay � F pc, a�1caq{xxr1yy is non-cyclic with non-trivial centre.

Proof. Suppose that |m| is smallest possible. If n � m � �1, then either r is

primitive or H � Z2. If n � m � �1, then H has non-trivial centre generated

by cn. So if n � m, we have obtained conclusion (1) or (2). Now suppose that

n � m. Therefore, the exponent sum of c in r must be non-zero. There is a single

epimorphism, up to sign change, ϕ : F pa, cq Ñ Z such that ϕprq � 0, given by

aÑ
�σcprq

gcdpσaprq, σcprqq
,

cÑ
σaprq

gcdpσaprq, σcprqq
,

where σaprq, σcprq denote the exponent sum of a and c in r respectively. But now

ϕpa�1cmac�nq � 0 from which it follows that

0 � ϕpcmq � ϕpcnq � pm� nqσaprq .

Now let X be the presentation complex for F pa, cq{xxryy and p : Y Ñ X the cyclic

cover associated with the homomorphism ϕ̄ : H Ñ Z given by ϕ̄paq � 1, ϕ̄pcq � 0.

Let Z P TDppq be a one-relator tree domain. We see that π1pZq is generated as

a one-relator group by c, a�1ca, ..., a�kcak for some k P N. By the Freiheitssatz, it

follows that k � 1. If π1pZq � Z, then we have obtained conclusion (3). If not, then

we have obtained conclusion (4).

We are now ready to prove the main result of this chapter.

Theorem 5.2.8. Let G be an exceptional intersection group. The following are

equivalent:

1. G contains a Baumlsag–Solitar subgroup,

2. G is not a primitive exceptional intersection group,

3. G does not have negative immersions.

Proof. By Theorem 2.4.5, (1) implies (3). By Theorem 5.1.4, (3) implies (2). So all

that is left to show is that (2) implies (1). Suppose for a contradiction that G is not

a primitive exceptional intersection group and does not contain Baumslag–Solitar
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subgroups. Let H   G be the two-generator subgroup from Theorem 5.2.1. We may

assume that H is maximal in the sense that there is no subgroup properly containing

H and that is of the same form as the two-generator subgroup from Theorem 5.2.1.

By Lemmas 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 and Corollary 5.2.5, H is infinite cyclic. Thus, G has

one of the following presentations:

1. G � xΣ | prp{qpx, yqy for some x P xA,By � xBy and y P xB,Cy � xBy,

2. G � xΣ | prp{qpxy, zqy for some x P xA,By�xBy, y P xB,Cy�xBy and z P xBy.

where H � xx, yy in the first case, and H � xxy, zy in the second case.

Suppose that we are in the first situation. By Definition 5.1.2, we may assume

that either txxy, xyyu is not a malnormal family, or that p{q � 1 and that there exist

elements a P xA,By � xBy and c P xB,Cy � xBy such that pr1px, yq � pr1pa, cq and

txay, xcyu is not a malnormal family. As the two cases are identical, it suffices to

assume that txxy, xyyu is not a malnormal family. Now, if txxy, xyyu is not a malnormal

family, then either x is a proper power, y is a proper power, or a conjugate of xxy

intersects xyy non-trivially. If either x or y is a proper power, by adjoining a root of x

or y to H, we obtain a contradiction to maximality of H. If xxyf X xyy � 1 for some

f P F pΣq, it follows that there must be elements g P xA,By � xBy, h P xB,Cy � xBy,

d P xBy such that xxyg X xyyh
�1
  xdy   xBy. Now H would be properly contained

in xgh, h�1dhy. However, since pghqph�1dhqnpghq�1 � ph�1dhqm holds for some

m,n � 0, we obtain a contradiction to maximality of H.

Finally, suppose that we are in the second situation. As before, we may

assume that xzy is not malnormal by Definition 5.1.2. Then z is a proper power and

we contradict maximality of H.

Example 5.2.9. We give two examples of groups with exceptional intersection that

do not have negative immersions. Let p{q P Q¡0 and n,m � 0. Consider the group

with presentation:

G � xc0, c1 | prp{qpc
m
0 , c

�n
1 qy .

The relation cpm0 � cqn1 holds in G and so it has an exceptional intersection of the

first type. In [MPS73], this group was shown to be isomorphic to a generalised

Baumslag–Solitar group with presentation:

xc0, b, c1 | c
m
0 � bq, bp � cn1 y ,

and so does not have negative immersions.
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Now consider the HNN-extension:

xc0, b, c1, a | c
m
0 � bq, bp � cn1 , ac0a

�1 � c1y � xc0, c1, a | ac0a
�1 � c1, prp{qpc

m
0 , c

�n
1 qy

� xa, c | prp{qpc
m, a�1c�naqy

The relation a�1cmqa � cnp holds in this group and so

xa0, a1, c | prp{qpc
m, pa0a1q

�1c�npa0a1qy

has an exceptional intersection of the second type. This group also contains a

generalised Baumslag–Solitar group and so does not have negative immersions.

Remark 5.2.10. More generally, by [Pie74] and [MPS73, Theorem 1], if G is an

exceptional intersection group that does not have negative immersions, G has a

w-subgroup isomorphic to a non-cyclic generalised Baumslag–Solitar group.
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Chapter 6

Bass-Serre theory of one-relator

splittings

In this chapter, we aim to understand more in detail the action of a one-relator group

on the Bass-Serre tree associated with one of its one-relator splittings. Since stabilisers

of (non-trivial) segments in the Bass-Serre tree are subgroups of intersections of

conjugates of Magnus subgroups, the first step towards this goal is to understand

such intersections. The following is [Col08, Theorem 2].

Theorem 6.0.1. Let F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group and let A,B   G be Magnus

subgroups. For all g P G, one of the following holds:

1. g P B �A,

2. AXBg � 1,

3. AXBg � Z.

We may, in some sense, strengthen Theorems 5.0.1 and 6.0.1 to incorporate

intersections of subgroups of Magnus subgroups. First, we will need the following

lemma.

Lemma 6.0.2. Let F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group and let A,B be Magnus

subgroups. Then AXB is strongly inert in A and B.

Proof. By Theorem 5.0.1, AXB is an echelon subgroup of A and B. Now Corollary

2.5.2 implies the result.

Theorem 6.0.3. Let G � F pΣq{xxwyy be a one-relator group and let A,B   G

be Magnus subgroups. If C   A, D   B are finitely generated subgroups, then the
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following is satisfied:

¸
rCXDgsC
gPG

rrpC XDgq �
¸

rCXDgsC
gPB�A

rrpC XDgq ¤ rrpCq rrpDq .

Moreover, if C is a strongly inert subgroup of A, then

¸
rCXDgsC
gPG

rrpC XDgq �
¸

rCXDgsC
gPB�A

rrpC XDgq ¤ rrpDq .

Proof. The first equality in both cases follows from Theorem 6.0.1. Lemma 6.0.2

implies the other inequalities when C � A. Since

¸
rCXDgsC
gPB�A

rrpC XDgq �
¸

rCXDbasC
bPB,aPA

rrpC X ppAXBq XDbqaq ,

the first inequality now follows from the Hanna Neumann inequality [Min12,Fri15].

The second inequality follows from the definition of strongly inert subgroups.

6.1 Inertial one-relator extensions

Let H be a group and ψ : A Ñ B an isomorphism between subgroups A,B   H.

Inductively define

Aψ
0 � trHsu, Aψ

1 � trBsu, Aψ
i�1 � trψpAXAiqsuAiPrAisPAψi

.

Then we denote by Āψ
i � Aψ

i the subset corresponding to the conjugacy classes of

non-cyclic subgroups. Define the stable number spψq of ψ as

spψq � sup tk � 1 | Āψ
k � Hu P NY t8u ,

where spψq � 8 if Āψ
i � H for all i P N. We say that H�ψ is stable if spψq   8.

Definition 6.1.1. Let H be a finitely generated one-relator group and let ψ : AÑ B

be an isomorphism between finitely generated, strongly inert subgroups of Magnus

subgroups of H. We call H�ψ an inertial one-relator extension.

Remark 6.1.2. By Lemma 2.4.3, all one-relator splittings of a one-relator group

are inertial one-relator extensions, up to possibly adding a free factor.
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For the purposes of this section, let us fix an inertial one-relator extension

H�ψ. Let T denote the associated Bass-Serre tree. See Section 2.1.4 and [Ser03] for

the relevant notions in Bass-Serre theory. Each vertex of T can be identified with a

left coset of H. Denote by

SngH � tS | S a geodesic segment of length n with endpoint at gHu ,

SgH �
¤
i

SigH .

Each edge in T has an orientation induced by ψ. The elements rAns P Āψ
n correspond

to stabilisers of segments S P SnH such that rrpStabpSqq � 0 and such that S consists

of edges only oriented towards H.

For inertial one-relator extensions, the ranks of stabilisers of elements in SngH
are bounded in a strong sense.

Lemma 6.1.3. For all n ¥ 1, the following holds:

¸
SPSnH

rStabpSqsH

rrpStabpSqq � 2
¸

rAnsPĀψn

rrpAnq ¤ 2 rrpAq .

Proof. Let S P SnH , then StabpSq � H XHc where c is equal to a reduced word of

the form:

c � c0t
ϵ1c1t

ϵ2 ...tϵncn ,

with ϵi � �1 and ci P H. By Theorem 6.0.3, if there is some i such that ϵi � �ϵi�1,

then StabpSq is either cyclic or trivial since our word was reduced. Then by Theorem

6.0.3 and induction on n, it follows that

¸
SPSnH

rStabpSqsH

rrpStabpSqq �

�
� ¸
rAnsPĀψn

rrpAnq

�
�

�
�� ¸
rAnsPĀψ

�1
n

rrpAnq

�
�

� 2
¸

rAnsPĀψn

rrpAnq .

The following lemma tells us that essentially, each element in Āψ
n corresponds

to a unique segment in SnH , directed towards the vertex H.

Lemma 6.1.4. Let rAns P Āψ
n . Then one of the following holds:
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1. if rAns P Āψ�1

n , there are precisely two H-orbits of elements S P SnH such that

rStabpSqsH � rAnsH ,

2. if rAns R Āψ�1

n , there is precisely one H-orbit of elements S P SnH such that

rStabpSqsH � rAnsH .

Proof. Suppose S, S1 P SnH are in distinct H-orbits and that StabpSq � StabpS1q �

An. Let g, h P G be elements such that the endpoints of S and S1 are gH and hH

respectively. Then g and h are equal to reduced words:

g � g0t
ϵ1g2...t

ϵngn,

h � h0t
η1h2...t

ηnhn.

By Lemma 6.1.3, we have that ϵi � 1 or ϵi � �1 for all i. Similarly for ηi. If ϵi � ηi

for all i, then g�1h P H or rrpH XHh�1gq � 0. The former implies that S and S1

were in the same H-orbit and the latter implies that rrpAnq � 0 as An stabilises the

geodesic connecting gH and hH. Hence, we must have ϵi � �ηi for all i. Then, by

definition, we have rAns P Āψ�1

n .

The following proposition is key in our proof of Corollary 6.3.4, where we

show that one-relator groups with negative immersions have stable hierarchies.

Proposition 6.1.5. If spψq � 8, then there are 1 ¤ n ¤ rrpAq many H-orbits of

biinfinite geodesics S � T such that the following holds:

1. S contains the vertex H,

2. every finite subset of S has non-cyclic, non-trivial stabiliser subgroup.

Moreover, for every such S, the following holds:

1. every edge in S is directed in the same direction,

2. there exists an element g P G acting by translation on S.

Proof. The fact that every such geodesic must consist of edges directed in the same

direction is Lemma 6.1.3. The fact that there are 1 ¤ n ¤ rrpAq many such geodesics

follows from Lemma 6.1.4 and by definition of spψq. So now let S1, ..., Sn be the

collection of such biinfinite geodesics in T . Identify each vertex of Si with an integer

so that H is the vertex associated with 0. Let gi,j P G be an element such that

gi,jH is the jth vertex in Si. Then g
�1
i,j � Si must be in the same H-orbit of some Sm.

But then by the pigeonhole principle, Si, g
�1
i,1 � Si, ..., g

�1
i,rrpAq � Si must contain two
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biinfinite geodesics in the same H-orbit. Suppose that h1g
�1
i,k � Si � h2g

�1
i,l � Si � Sl

for some h1, h2 P H. Then we have

Si � h2gi,lph1gi,kq
�1 � Si ,

where h2gi,lph1gi,kq
�1 acts by translation on Si.

Remark 6.1.6. The main consequence of Proposition 6.1.5 is that if spψq � 8,

then there exists some element g P G acting hyperbolically on T , and such that

rrpH XHgnq � 0 for all n P Z.

We conclude this subsection with an algorithm to compute generating sets

for conjugacy class representatives of elements in Āψ
n .

Proposition 6.1.7. There is an algorithm that, given as input the following:

1. a one-relator presentation H � xΣ | ry,

2. a pair of subsets X,Y � Σ that generate a pair of Magnus subgroups of H,

3. a tuple of words ta1, ..., aku � F pXq that form a free basis of the subgroup

A   H,

4. a tuple of words tb1, ..., bku � F pY q that form a free basis of the subgroup

B   H,

5. an integer n ¥ 1,

computes generating sets in F pY q for representatives of each conjugacy class in Āψ
n

where ψ : AÑ B is given by ψpaiq � bi.

Proof. By [How05, Theorem E], we may compute generating sets tc1, ..., cmu � F pXq

and td1, ..., dmu � F pY q for the subgroup xXyXxY y. We may assume that ci � di as

elements in H. The proof is by induction on n. The base case of n � 1 is immediate.

So now suppose that n ¥ 2 and that we have computed Āψ
n�1. Let

tty1,1, y1,2, ..., y1,m1u, ..., tyk,1, yk,2, ..., yk,mkuu

be generating sets in F pY q for conjugacy class representatives of elements in Āψ
n�1.

Denote by Yi � xyi,1, ..., yi,miy   F pY q. By our discussion of the results in [Sta83] in

Section 2.1.3, we may compute generating sets for conjugacy class representatives

of each rD X Y y
i sF pY q where D � xd1, ..., dmy and y P F pY q. By substituting each
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appearance of di with ci and then ψpciq, we obtain generating sets in F pY q for

conjugacy class representatives of each conjugacy class in the set

trψpDx X Y y
i qsuxPxXy,yPxY y,1¤i¤k .

Then by Theorem 6.0.3, after removing each generating set of a cyclic group, we are

done.

Remark 6.1.8. Proposition 6.1.7 provides us with a partial algorithm to decide

stability of inertial one-relator extensions. The existence of a full algorithm is not

known.

Example 6.1.9. Consider the following one-relator group:

xa, b | b2a2b�1aba2b�2a�2y .

This group appears as BBABaBBAAbbaa in the database [Cas21]. We see that it

has one-relator splitting:

H�ψ � xx, y, z | z2yz2x�2y�ψ ,

where ψ is given by ψpxq � y, ψpyq � z. Since y � z�2x2z�2, we see that xx, y, zy is

a free group freely generated by x and z. Thus we have:

Āψ
0 � trxx, zysu ,

Āψ
1 � trxx2, zysu ,

Āψ
2 � trxpz�2x2z�2q2, zysu ,

Āψ
3 � H .

Hence, spψq � 3 and H�ψ is stable.

6.2 Finding Baumslag–Solitar subgroups

6.2.1 The graph of cyclic stabilisers

We now introduce the graph of cyclic stabilisers. This is a graph of cyclic groups G,
associated to an inertial one-relator extension H�ψ, that encodes relations between

the cyclic stabilisers of segments leading out ofH in the Bass-Serre tree. An important

consequence of the construction is that certain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups of H�ψ

can be read off from π1pGq.
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Fix a non-cyclic one-relator groupH and an isomorphism ψ : AÑ B such that

H�ψ is an inertial one-relator extension. Denote by A the set of all the A-conjugacy

classes of maximal cyclic subgroups of A with the following property: for any S P SH
with StabpSq cyclic, either StabpSq is H-conjugate into some representative in A,

or it is not H-conjugate into A. We similarly define B, replacing A with B. Since

A and B are free groups, every element is contained in a unique maximal cyclic

subgroup and so these sets are well defined. If S P SH is any segment with StabpSq

cyclic, then StabpSq is H-conjugate into some representative in A or B.
We now define the graph of cyclic stabilisers G � pΓ, txcvyu, txceyu, tB

�
e uq as

follows. Identify V pΓq with the disjoint union A\B. Choose any map ν : V pΓq Ñ H

sending an element rxaysA P A to a generator of a conjugacy class representative

a P A and rxbysB P B to a generator of a representative b P B. There are two types

of edges: H-edges and t-edges.

For each pair of vertices v, w P V pΓq and each double coset xνpvqyhxνpwqy,

such that h P H or h P At�1B \BtA and

xνpvqy X xνpwqyh � 1,

there is an edge e connecting v and w. If v, w P A or v, w P B, then we assume that

h R xνpvqyxνpwqy. If h P At�1B, then v P A and w P B. If h P BtA, then v P B and

w P A.

The boundary maps B�e are induced by the monomorphisms

xνpvqy X xνpwqyh ãÑ xνpvqy ,

xνpvqyh
�1
X xνpwqy ãÑ xνpwqy .

If h P H, then we say that e is an H-edge and if h P At�1B \BtA, we say that e is

a t-edge. All edges between vertices in A and B are oriented towards B and a choice

of orientation is made for the remaining edges.

Note that our construction of G did not depend on the choice of map ν. We

record this with the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2.1. The isomorphism class of G as a graph of groups depends only on ψ.

Choose any map ξ : EpΓq Ñ G such that ξpeq P xνpopeqqyhxνptpeqqy where

xνpopeqqyhxνptpeqqy is the double coset associated with e. For each v P V pΓq, we may

define a group homomorphism, induced by the choices ν, ξ, from the fundamental
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group of the graph of cyclic stabilisers

µ : π1pG, vq Ñ G ,

as follows.

Each element of π1pG, vq can be represented by words of the form

ci0v0e
ϵ1
1 c

i1
v1 ...e

ϵn
n c

in
vn ,

where ϵj � �1, v0, vn � v, ej P EpΓq, vj � tpejq and vj � opej�1q. Then we define

µpci0v0e
ϵ1
1 c

i1
v1 ...e

ϵn
n c

in
vnq � νpv0q

i0ξpe1q
ϵ1νpv1q

i1 ...ξpenq
ϵnνpvnq

in .

One can check that this is well defined and depends only on ν, ξ. We will call µ the

homomorphism induced by ν, ξ.

A path γ : I Ñ Γ is alternating if it does not traverse two H-edges or t-edges

in a row. An H-path is a path γ : I Ñ Γ that only traverses H-edges. We say a word

eϵ11 c
i1
v1 ...e

ϵn
n c

in
vn is an alternating word if eϵ11 �e

ϵ2
2 � ...�e

ϵn
n is an alternating path. Recall

that a word ci0v0e
ϵ1
1 c

i1
v1 ...e

ϵn
n c

in
vn is cyclically reduced if all of its cyclic permutations

e
ϵj
j c

ij
vj ...e

ϵn
n c

in�i0
vn ...e

ϵj�1

j�1 c
ij�1
vj�1 are also reduced. A word is cyclically alternating if all

of its cyclic permutations are also alternating.

A generalised Baumslag–Solitar group is a group that splits as the fundamental

group of a graph of groups with infinite cyclic vertex and edge groups. A non-cyclic

generalised Baumslag–Solitar group always contains a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup.

Lemma 6.2.2. If c � eϵ11 c
i1
v1 ...e

ϵn
n c

in
vn is a cyclically reduced and cyclically alternating

word, then µpcq is a cyclically reduced word. In particular, if n ¥ 2, then G contains

a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup that is not conjugate into H.

Proof. If n � 1, then the result is clear. So from now on assume that n ¥ 2. We

may also assume that e1 is a t-edge. Taking indices modulo n, we have that µpcq is

not cyclically reduced if and only if ϵ2j�1 � �ϵ2j�1 � 1 for some j and

νpv2j�1q
i2j�1ξpe2jq

ϵ2jνpv2jq
i2j P A ,

or ϵ2j�1 � �ϵ2j�1 � �1 for some j and

νpv2j�1q
i2j�1ξpe2jq

ϵ2jνpv2jq
i2j P B .

In the first case, νpv2j�1q
i2j�1ξpe2jq

ϵ2jνpv2jq
i2j P A if and only if ξpe2jq

ϵ2j P A. But
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this would then imply that v2j�1 � v2j . Since A is free and νpv2jq generates a

maximal cyclic subgroup, it follows that ξpe2jq
ϵ2j P xνpv2jqy which is not possible by

construction. The same argument is valid for the other case and so µpcq is cyclically

reduced. In particular, since n ¥ 2, we have that µpcq acts hyperbolically on T .

Now, by definition of G, there are integers k, l, such that

µpcq�1µpcvnq
kµpcq � µpcvnq

l.

We may assume that k and l are minimal possible. If k � �1 or l � �1, then

xµpcq, µpcvnqy � BSp1,�lq or BSp1,�kq respectively. Since µpcq acts hyperbolically

on T , it follows that this Baumslag–Solitar subgroup is not conjugate into H. If

k, l � �1, since µpcq is cyclically reduced, we have that rµpcq, µpcvnqs is also cyclically

reduced. Thus, xµpcvnq
l, rµpcq, µpcvnqsy � Z2. As before, this copy of Z2 cannot be

conjugate into H.

We will denote by Gk the full subgraph of groups of G on the vertices corre-

sponding to the maximal cyclic subgroups containing some StabpSq where S P SiH
and i ¤ k. Under certain conditions, we may compute Gk.

Theorem 6.2.3. There is an algorithm that, given as input:

1. a one-relator presentation H � xΣ | ry, where H is hyperbolic and non-cyclic,

2. a pair of subsets X,Y � Σ that generate a pair of Magnus subgroups of H,

3. a tuple of words ta1, ..., amu � F pXq that form a free basis of a subgroup A,

strongly inert in F pXq and quasi-convex in H,

4. a tuple of words tb1, ..., bmu � F pXq that form a free basis of a subgroup B,

strongly inert in F pY q and quasi-convex in H,

5. an isomorphism ψ : AÑ B given by ψpaiq � bi,

6. an integer k ¥ 0,

computes Gk. Furthermore, if spψq   8, then Gspψq � G.

Proof. By [KMW17, Proposition 6.7], for any pair of vertices v, w P V pGq, there are

at most finitely many edges connecting them. By [KMW17, Corollary 6.10], given a

choice of representatives ν : V pΓq Ñ H, for any given pair of vertices v, w P V pGq,
we may decide if v and w are connected by an edge. Moreover, we may find double

coset representatives for each such edge. Hence, in order to compute Gk, it suffices

to find representatives νk : V pΓkq Ñ H, where Γk is the underlying graph of Gk.
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Note that Γ0 � H since H is non-cyclic. If A and B are cyclic, then A � trAsu

and B � trBsu. If not, then S1
H only contains segments with non-cyclic stabilisers

and so Γ1 � H. Thus, representatives ν0 and ν1 are computable.

By [KMW17, Proposition 6.7 and Corollary 6.10], there exist finite computable

sets RAB, RBA, RAA and RBB, satisfying the following:

1. RAB is a complete set of A,B double coset representatives with the property

that Ag XB � 1 for all g P RAB,

2. RBA is a complete set of B,A double coset representatives with the property

that AXBg � 1 for all g P RBA,

3. RAA is a complete set of A,A double coset representatives with the property

that Ag XA � 1 for all g P RAA,

4. RBB is a complete set of B,B double coset representatives with the property

that Bg XB � 1 for all g P RBB.

Let S P SH . We have StabpSq � H XHc where c is equal to a reduced word

tϵ1c1d1t
ϵ2c2d2...t

ϵncn ,

with ϵi � �1, cn P H and such that the following hold:

1. if ϵi � ϵi�1 � 1, then ci P RAB for some j and di P B,

2. if ϵi � ϵi�1 � �1, then ci P RBA for some j and di P A,

3. if ϵi � 1, ϵi�1 � �1, then ci P RAA for some j and di P A,

4. if ϵi � �1, ϵi�1 � 1, then ci P RBB for some j and di P B.

Denote by ci,j � tϵicidi...t
ϵjcjdj and A

1 � xXy and B1 � xY y. If for some i we have

ϵi � �ϵi�1, then

H XHc1,it
ϵi�1

  H XHtϵicidit
ϵi�1

� Z

by Theorem 6.0.1. Similarly, if ϵi � ϵi�1 � 1 and ci R A
1B1, or ϵi � ϵi�1 � �1 and

ci R B
1A1, then

H XHc1,it
ϵi�1

  H XHtϵicidit
ϵi�1

� Z .

But since H XHtϵicidit
ϵi�1

� StabpSq for some S P S2
H , it suffices to only consider
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the words of the form:

ta1b1ta2b2...tanbn ,

t�1hta2b2...tanbn ,

t�1b1a1t
�1b2a1...t

�1bnan ,

tgt�1b2a2...t
�1bnan ,

where h P RBB, g P RAA and ai P A
1, bi P B

1. The first two cases are the same as

the seccond two up to symmetry.

Denote by Wn the collection of words of the first type where t appears n

times. If C   A1 is a finitely generated subgroup, then there are finitely many

B1-conjugacy classes of subgroups B X Cab � pBb�1
X Caqb where a P A1 and b P B1

(see Section 2.1.3). Since B is a finitely generated subgroup of the free group B1,

there are also finitely many B-conjugacy classes of such subgroups. We may apply

the same argument, replacing B with A. This implies that the sets

trH XHcsA, rH XHcsBucPW2 ,

trH XHt�1hcsA, rH XHt�1hcsBuhPRBB ,cPW2

are finite. Hence, by induction on n, the sets

trH XHcsA, rH XHcsBucPWn ,

trH XHt�1hcsA, rH XHt�1hcsBuhPRBB ,cPWn

are also finite. The symmetric argument covers the remaining cases and we see that

V pΓkq must be finite for all k ¥ 0. By [How05, Theorem E], we may compute a free

basis for the free group A1 XB1 in the generators for A1 or B1. We may use Stallings

graphs (again, see Section 2.1.3 and [Sta83]) to find double coset representatives and

compute all the other intersections in the same way as in the proof of Proposition

6.1.7. Thus, a representative νk : V pΓkq Ñ H is computable.

Now suppose that k ¥ spψq. By definition, if c PWk, then we haveHXHc � Z
or H XHc � 1. Since StabpS1q   StabpS2q for any pair of segments S2 � S1 � T ,

we get that Gk � Gspψq and thus G � Gspψq.

Example 6.2.4. Let us consider the one-relator group

xa, b, t | ta2t�1bab�1tat�1bab�1y ,
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Figure 6.1: The graph of cyclic stabilisers G

appearing in the one-relator group database [Cas21] as BBABaBABa. It has a

one-relator splitting:

xa, b, t | ta2t�1bab�1tat�1bab�1y � xx, y, z, t | txt�1 � y, y2zxz�1yzxz�1y

� xx, y, z | y2zxz�1yzxz�1y �ψ .

This one-relator splitting is also a one-relator hierarchy of length one since the element

y2zxz�1yzxz�1 is primitive in F px, y, zq. One can check that this HNN-extension is

stable and so it satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2.5.

Since the edge groups of this splitting are cyclic, it follows that G has two

vertices, one corresponding to xxy and the other to xyy, with a t-edge connecting

them. Since y2zxz�1yzxz�1 � pr3{2py, zxz
�1q, we see that zx2z�1 � y�3. Hence,

there is an edge connecting xxy with xyy corresponding to conjugation by z, where

the edge monomorphisms are given by multiplication by 2 and �3 respectively. See

Figure 6.1 for the graph of cyclic stabilisers G.
We see that π1pGq has a cyclically alternating and cyclically reduced word

zt�1 and so our one-relator group contains a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup by Lemma

6.2.2. More explicitly, we have

xx, zt�1y � xa, bt�1y � BSp2,�3q .

6.2.2 A criterion

Lemma 6.2.2 told us that certain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups of H�ψ could be

read off from its graph of cyclic stabilisers. Although we may not find all such

subgroups in this way, we now show that under certain conditions, if H�ψ does

contain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups, then Lemma 6.2.2 will always produce a witness.

Theorem 6.2.5. Let G � H�ψ be an inertial one-relator extension where H is
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non-cyclic and ψ identifies A and B. Suppose that spψq   8, H is hyperbolic and

that A and B are quasi-convex in H. The following are equivalent:

1. G acts acylindrically on T ,

2. G does not contain any Baumslag–Solitar subgroups,

3. π1pGq does not admit any cyclically alternating and cyclically reduced word.

Proof. We prove that (3) implies (1), that (1) implies (2) and that (2) implies (3) by

proving the contrapositive statements.

Let G be the graph of cyclic stabilisers of ψ and let ν : V pΓq Ñ H be a choice

of representatives. Suppose that G does not act acylindrically on T . Then, for any

n ¥ 1, there exists a sequence of geodesic segments S1 � S2 � ... � Sn with Si P SiH ,

each with infinite stabiliser. Let gi P G be an element such that the endpoints of Si

are H and giH. For all i ¥ spψq, by Lemma 6.1.3, StabpSiq is cyclic. By Theorem

6.2.3, each subgroup Stabpg�1
i � Siq is H-conjugate into some xνpvqy where v P V pΓq.

By the pigeonhole principle, there are three integers spψq   i   j   k such that

Stabpg�1
i Siq, Stabpg

�1
j Sjq and Stabpg�1

k Skq are H-conjugate into some xνpvqy. Thus,

since StabpSkq   StabpSjq   StabpSiq   xhy, there are elements h1, h2, h3, h4 such

that:

xhygjh2 X xhygih1 � 1 ,

xhygkh4 X xhygih3 � 1 .

In particular, if f � gih1h
�1
2 g�1

j and g � gih3h
�1
4 g�1

k , then

xhy X xhyf � 1 ,

xhy X xhyg � 1 ,

xhy X xhyfg � 1 .

Suppose first that both f and g act elliptically on T . If they do not both fix a

common vertex, then fg acts hyperbolically on T . So suppose that they both fix

a common vertex u. Now the geodesic connecting u with Sk must meet Sk at the

midpoint between giH and gjH and the midpoint between giH and gkH. Since j   k,

this is not possible and so we may assume that one of f , g or fg acts hyperbolically

on T . The cyclic reduction of f , g or fg provides us with a cyclically alternating

and cylically reduced word in π1pGq by construction.

Now suppose that G contains a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup J   G. Since H

is hyperbolic, it cannot contain a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup. This implies that J
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cannot act elliptically on T . It follows from [MO15, Theorem 2.1] that J cannot act

acylindrically on T . Hence G does not act acylindrically on T and (1) implies (2).

Finally, Lemma 6.2.2 shows that (2) implies (3).

Corollary 6.2.6. Let G � H�ψ be an inertial one-relator extension where ψ identifies

A and B. Suppose that spψq   8, that H is hyperbolic and that A and B are quasi-

convex in H. Then there is an algorithm that decides if G contains a Baumslag–Solitar

subgroup.

Example 6.2.7. Consider the one-relator group:

xa, b | b2a2b�1aba2b�2a�2y

from Example 6.1.9. It has one-relator splitting

H�ψ � xx, y, z | z2yz2x�2y�ψ ,

where ψ : AÑ B is given by ψpxq � y, ψpyq � z. In Example 6.1.9, we showed that

H�ψ is stable and that the vertex group was freely generated by x, z. We see that

the edge groups are generated by x, z�2x2z�2 and x2, z respectively. Every subgroup

of the form AXBg, AXAg or B XBg is either trivial, or conjugate to A, B or one

of the following:

xx, z�2x2z�2y X xx2, zy � xx2, z�2x2z�2y ,

xx, z�2x2z�2y X xx2, zyx � xx2y ,

xx2, zy X xx2, zyx � xx2y .

By applying ψ to x and ψ�1 to x2 � z2yz2, we see that the vertices in Γ corresponding

to stabilisers of elements in S2
H are the B-vertex rxyys and the A-vertices rxyys and

rxy2xy2ys. The graph of cyclic stabilisers can be seen in Figure 6.2. By Theorem

6.2.5, since G does not admit any cyclically alternating and cyclically reduced words,

we see that H�ψ does not contain any Baumslag–Solitar subgroups.

6.3 Stable one-relator splittings

6.3.1 One-relator groups with torsion

The following lemma allows one to easily establish stability of a one-relator splitting

in certain cases: if the edge groups of a one-relator splitting have no exceptional

intersection, then the splitting is stable.
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Figure 6.2: The graph of cyclic stabilisers G

Lemma 6.3.1. Let X be a finite one-relator complex and let π1pXq � π1pZq�ψ

be a one-relator splitting where A,B � Z are the associated Magnus subcomplexes.

Let A1, B1 � Z be Magnus subcomplexes such that A � A1, B � B1 and A1 X B1 is

connected. If π1pA
1q X π1pB

1q � π1pA
1 XB1q, then spψq   8.

Proof. Let Y Ñ X be the cyclic cover containing Z. Let θ : Θ í A be a graph

immersion with χpΘq ¤ �1. By assumption and Theorem 6.0.1, θ is homotopic in

Z to a graph immersion θ1 : Θ1 í B � 1 � A, if and and only if θ is homotopic in

A to a graph immersion θ1 : Θ1 í AXB. If spψq ¥ 2, there are graph immersions

θ, θ1 as a above, such that θ1 : Θ1 í AXB ãÑ 1 �A is homotopic in 1 �Z to a graph

immersion θ2 : Θ2 í A X 1 � A X 2 � A ãÑ 1 � pA X Bq. Carrying on this argument,

we see that if spψq ¥ n, then there exists a graph immersion θ : Θ í A such that

χpΘq ¤ �1 and such that θ factors through AX 1 �AX ...X n �A. However, for large

enough n we have that AX 1 �AX ...X n �A � H.

The condition from Lemma 6.3.1 always holds for one-relator splittings of

one-relator groups with torsion by Remark 6.1.2 and Corollary 5.0.3, yielding the

following.

Corollary 6.3.2. All one-relator splittings of one-relator groups with torsion are

stable.

6.3.2 One-relator groups with negative immersions

The aim of this subsection is to show that every one-relator splitting of a one-relator

group with negative immersions is stable. In order to do this, we show that certain
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constraints on the subgroups of H�ψ that are not conjugate into H imply stability.

Theorem 6.3.3. If every descending chain of non-cyclic, freely indecomposable

proper subgroups of bounded rank

G � H0 ¡ H1 ¡ ... ¡ Hk ¡ ...

is either finite or eventually conjugate into H, then spψq   8.

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that spψq � 8. Denote by ϕ : GÑ G{xxHyy � Z.
Then, by Proposition 6.1.5, there is some biinfinite geodesic S in the Bass-Serre tree

for H�ψ, containing the vertex H, such that there exists some element g P G acting

by translations on S. Moreover, we have that ϕpgq � 0. Hence, H XHgn � 1 for all

n.

Consider the descending chain of subgroups

G � xH, gy ¡ xH, g2y ¡ ... ¡ xH, g2
k
y ¡ ...

and denote by Hk � xH, g2
k
y. Since rkpHkq ¤ rkpHq � 1, the ranks in this chain are

bounded. The chain must be proper since ϕpHiq � xϕpgq2iy � xϕpgq2jy � ϕpHjq for

all i � j.

Each Hi has a Grushko decomposition

Hi � F pXiq � Ji,1 � ... � Ji,ki

that is unique up to permutation and conjugation of factors and where each Ji,j is

non-cyclic and freely indecomposable. By the Kurosh subgroup theorem, each Ji,j is

a conjugate of a subgroup of some Ji�1,l. Furthermore, we have that |Xi|� 2ki ¤

rkpHq � 1.

Now the claim is that for some integer m ¥ 0, each Ji,j is either a conjugate

of some Ji�1,l, or is conjugate into H, for all i ¡ m. If this was not the case, then

there would be infinite sequences of integers i0, i1, i2, ... and j0, j1, j2, ... and elements

g1, g2, ... P G, such that

Ji0,j0 ¡ Jg1i1,j1 ¡ Jg2i2,j2 ¡ ...

where the inclusions are all proper and no Jik,jk is conjugate into H. But this

contradicts the hypothesis and so the claim is proven.

So now set Ji � Ji,1 � ... � Ji,ki . For all i ¥ m, we have that ϕpJiq � xly

for some fixed l. But since ϕpHiq � xϕpgq2iy, this forces Ji   kerpϕq. Thus, the

induced homomorphism ϕ | Hm factors through the projection Hm Ñ Hm{xxJmyy �
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F pXmq. But now ϕpg2
m
q is a generator of ϕpHmq, so there is some primitive element

x P F pXmq that maps to a generator of ϕpHmq and such that x � kg2
m

for some

k P kerpϕ | Hmq. Since x is primitive in F pXmq, we have:

Hm � xxy �K � xkg2
m
y �K ,

for some subgroup K   Hm such that xxKyy � kerpϕq.

Now let Tm be the Bass-Serre tree associated with the HNN-extension with

trivial edge groups, xxy �K. Each vertex is stabilised by a conjugate of K and each

edge has trivial stabiliser. Since H   Hm, H   kerpϕq and H is finitely generated,

it follows that H is a subgroup of a free product of finitely many conjugates of K.

Since g2
m

acts hyperbolically on Tm and Tm has trivial edge stabilisers, it follows

that

H XHg2
km

� 1 ,

for all k sufficiently large. But then this contradicts the assumption that spψq �

8.

Corollary 6.3.4. All one-relator splittings of one-relator groups with negative

immersions are stable.

Proof. Let X be a one-relator complex with negative immersions. Let π1pXq �

π1pZq�ψ be a one-relator splitting where A,B � Z are the Magnus subcomplexes

identified. By Remark 6.1.2, we may assume that π1pAq and π1pBq are strongly

inert subgroups of Magnus subgroups of π1pZq for some one-relator presentation.

This is because adding a free factor preserves stability. Now the result follows from

Theorems 2.3.6 and 6.3.3.

6.3.3 The general case

A one-relator group that does not have torsion or negative immersions may not have

any stable one-relator splittings. However, there is still something to be said in the

general case: let G be a one-relator group and G � H�ψ a one-relator splitting.

Either H�ψ is stable or H is a one-relator group with exceptional intersection by

Lemma 6.3.1. In particular, by Theorem 5.2.8, one of the following hold:

1. H�ψ is stable,

2. H has negative immersions,

3. H contains a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup.
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Chapter 7

Main results and further

questions

7.1 Hierarchies

We are finally ready to prove our main results. Let us first define stable hierarchies.

Definition 7.1.1. A one-relator tower (hierarchy) XN í ...í X1 í X0 is a stable

one-relator tower (hierarchy) if each associated one-relator splitting π1pXi�1q�ψi is

stable.

The most important tool established in this thesis is the following one-relator

hierarchy equivalence theorem.

Theorem 7.1.2. Let X be a one-relator complex and XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X a

one-relator hierarchy. The following are equivalent:

1. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is a quasi-convex hierarchy and π1pXq is hyperbolic,

2. XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X is an acylindrical hierarchy,

3. XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X is a stable hierarchy and π1pXq contains no

Baumslag–Solitar subgroups.

Moreover, if any of the above is satisfied, then π1pXq is virtually special and π1pAq

is quasi-convex in π1pXq for any subcomplex A � Xi.

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is Theorem 4.4.1.

We prove that (2) and (3) are equivalent by induction on hierarchy length. The

base case is clear. Suppose that the equivalence holds for all one-relator hierarchies
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XN í ... í X1. If XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X is an acylindrical hierarchy, then

clearly it is a stable hierarchy. By Theorem 4.4.1, π1pXq is hyperbolic and so contains

no Baumslag–Solitar subgroups; this shows that (2) implies (3). By Theorem 6.2.5

and induction, we see that (2) and (3) are equivalent.

If any of (1), (2) or (3) hold, then the remaining assertions hold by Theorem

4.4.1.

We now prove a stronger form of [LW22, Conjecture 1.9].

Theorem 7.1.3. Let X be a one-relator complex with negative immersions. Then

π1pXq is hyperbolic, virtually special and all of its one-relator hierarchies XN í

...í X1 í X0 � X are quasi-convex hierarchies.

Proof. Since π1pXq does not contain any Baumslag–Solitar subgroups by Theorem

2.3.5, the result follows from Corollary 6.3.4 and Theorem 7.1.2.

Corollary 7.1.4. Let X be a one-relator complex with negative immersions. Then

every finitely generated subgroup of π1pXq is hyperbolic.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 7.1.3, [Ger96, Corollary 7.8] and Theorem 2.3.6.

Corollary 7.1.5. An exceptional intersection group is hyperbolic (and virtually

special) if and only if it does not contain a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup.

Proof. Follows from Theorems 5.2.8 and 7.1.3.

Corollary 7.1.6. Parafree one-relator groups are hyperbolic and virtually special.

In particular, their isomorphism problem is decidable.

Proof. By [Bau69, Theorem 4.2] and Theorem 2.4.5, parafree one-relator groups have

negative immersions. Now the result follows from Theorem 7.1.3 and [DG11, Theorem

1].

In [MUW11, Problem 1.2], it is asked whether it is decidable if a one-relator

group contains a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup. We show that for one-relator groups

with stable hierarchies, this is indeed the case.

Theorem 7.1.7. There is an algorithm that, given as input a one-relator complex

that has a stable one-relator hierarchy, decides whether π1pXq contains a Baumslag–

Solitar subgroup or not.
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Proof. We may enumerate hierarchiesXN í ...í X1 í X0 � X and by Proposition

6.1.7, check if the induced one-relator splittings are stable. Since X has a stable

hierarchy, we will eventually find a hierarchy XN í ... í X1 í X0 � X that is

stable. Now the result follows from Theorem 7.1.2, Corollary 6.2.6 and by induction

on N .

7.2 Gersten’s conjecture

In [Ger92b], Gersten conjectured that a one-relator group is hyperbolic if and only if

it does not contain a Baumslag–Solitar subgroup. Theorem 7.1.3 tells us that if a

counterexample exists to Gersten’s conjecture, then it must be a one-relator group

that contains a non-cyclic two-generator one-relator subgroup. In this section, we

obtain a further restriction.

If i   j P Z are integers, denote by

Ai,j � tat
i
, at

i�1
, ..., at

j
u � F pa, tq .

For each rational p{q P Q¡0, we define two new families of one-relator groups. The

first family is parametrised by two words

x P xA0,k�1y � xA1,k�1y ,

y P xA1,ky � xA1,k�1y ,

such that prp{qpx, yq is a primitive exceptional intersection word of the first type.

We then define:

Ep{qpx, yq � xa, t | prp{qpx, yqy . (7.1)

We call this a primitive extension group of the first type.

The second family is parametrised by three words

x P xA0,k�1y � xA1,k�1y ,

y P xA1,ky � xA1,k�1y ,

z P xA1,k�1y � 1 ,

such that prp{qpxy, zq is a primitive exceptional intersection word of the second type.

We then define:

Fp{qpx, y, zq � xa, t | prp{qpxy, zqy . (7.2)

We call this a primitive extension group of the second type.
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Definition 7.2.1. A group G is a primitive extension group if it is a primitive

extension group of the first or second type.

We now show that Gersten’s conjecture is true if and only if it is true for

primitive extension groups. In order to do so, a more refined hierarchy result is

required.

Theorem 7.2.2. Let X � pΓ, λq be a one-relator complex such that π1pXq does not

contain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups. There exists a stable one-relator tower:

XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X ,

such that one of the following holds:

1. π1pXN q is finite,

2. π1pXN q is a primitive extension group.

Moreover, if π1pXN q is hyperbolic, then the tower is acylindrical and π1pXq is

hyperbolic.

Proof. By Theorem 7.1.3, we may assume that X does not have negative immersions.

We may also assume that λ is primitive. By Theorem 3.3.16, there is a one-relator

tower:

Q � XK í ...í X1 í X0 � X ,

such that π1pQq is the 2-generator w-subgroup. Thus, by Theorem 2.3.7, every

two-generator subgroup of π1pXq is either free or conjugate into π1pQq. Since

π1pXq cannot contain Baumslag–Solitar subgroups, we have that no π1pXiq can have

exceptional intersection by Theorem 5.2.8. Thus, by Lemma 6.3.1, each splitting is

stable.

Now let p : Y Ñ Q be any cyclic cover and Z P TDppq a minimal tree domain.

Since χpQq � 0, there is a pair of generators a, t for π1pQq such that

π1pZq �

B
a, at, ..., at

k

���� w �
a, at, ..., at

k
	F

and both a and at
k
are mentioned in w. Moreover, π1pQq � π1pZq�ψ where ψ

maps xa, at, ..., at
k�1

y to xat, at
2
, ..., at

k
y. If these Magnus subgroups have exceptional

intersection, then by Theorem 5.2.8, π1pZq must be a primitive exceptional intersec-

tion group. Then by definition, π1pQq must be a primitive extension group. If the
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Magnus subgroups do not have exceptional intersection, since cpZq   cpXq, we may

use induction to complete the tower to a stable tower:

XN í ...í X1 í X0 � X ,

where π1pXN q is either finite or is a primitive extension group.

All that is left to prove is that this tower is acylindrical when π1pXN q

is hyperbolic. If π1pXN q is finite, by Theorem 7.1.2, we have that the tower is

acylindrical. Suppose then that π1pXN q is not finite. Since χpXN q � 0 and π1pXN q

is hyperbolic, each Magnus subgroup is cyclic and so must be quasi-convex. Then, by

Theorems 4.3.1 and 6.2.5 and induction, we see that the tower must be acylindrical.

Theorem 7.2.3. A one-relator group is hyperbolic if and only if its primitive

extension subgroups are hyperbolic.

Proof. If G is a one-relator group containing a finitely presented non-hyperbolic

subgroup, then G cannot be hyperbolic by [Ger96, Corollary 7.8]. So now suppose

that G is a one-relator group not containing any non-hyperbolic primitive extension

subgroup. Since BSp1, nq is a primitive extension group for all n � 0, it follows that

G does not contain any Baumslag–Solitar subgroups. Now the result follows from

Theorem 7.2.2.

Corollary 7.2.4. Gersten’s conjecture is true if and only if it is true for primitive

extension groups.

7.3 Further questions

Extending results in this thesis to all one-relator groups would require a better

understanding of one-relator hierarchies that are not stable. Therefore, we pose the

following problems.

Problem 7.3.1. Characterise one-relator hierarchies that are not stable.

Problem 7.3.2. Find an algorithm to decide stability for one-relator splittings.

Any one-relator group satisfying the hypothesis of Brown’s criterion, either has

a one-relator splitting that is not stable, or is isomorphic to a Baumslag–Solitar group

BSp1, nq. More generally, if π1pXq � π1pZq�ψ is a one-relator splitting and there is

some g P π1pXq acting hyperbolically on its Bass-Serre tree and some An P rAns P Āψ
n
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such that Agn   An, then xAn, gy splits as an ascending HNN-extension of a finitely

generated free group. We ask whether this is the only situation that can occur.

Question 7.3.3. Let X be a finite one-relator complex and let π1pXq � π1pZq�ψ

be a one-relator splitting that is not stable. Is there some n ¥ 0 such that one of the

following holds

Āψ
n � Āψ

n�i ,

Āψ�1

n � Āψ�1

n�i ,

for all i ¥ 0?

If so, does there exist an immersion of one-relator complexes Qí X that does

not factor through Z í X and such that π1pQq splits as an ascending HNN-extension

of a non-trivial, finitely generated free group?

In light of the results in [LW22] and this thesis, we generalise a question asked

by Moldavanskii [KM18, Question 11.63].

Question 7.3.4. Let G be a one-relator group and let rP1s, ..., rPns be the conjugacy

classes of w-subgroups of G. If H   G is a subgroup such that HXxxP1, ..., Pnyy � 1,

is H free?

By [Sel95] and [DG11], the isomorphism problem for one-relator groups with

torsion and negative immersions is solvable. Before then, it was known by [Pri77]

that the isomorphism problem was decidable for 2-generator one-relator groups

with torsion. There, Pride proves a stronger result: that freely indecomposable

2-generator one-relator groups with torsion have precisely one generating set, up to

Nielsen equivalence. To conclude, we ask if this property holds also for one-relator

groups with negative immersions.

Question 7.3.5. Do one-relator groups with negative immersions have only one

generating set, up to Nielsen equivalence?
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